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PREFACE
■ ^

The dissertation is composed o£ two,-separate'essays: \ I, Intra 

urj)^ Migration; and II, , Schooling, Earnings,, and Experience.

. The idea^bf researching £wo dif-ferent topics together came up 

with the'-^convenient ,accessability. to aniinvaluable set of data^that; , 

contains abundant infbnnatiori oji urban households,

The sample -used in both‘essays is a part of the':jiata~o£-"the--

■.a • ■■■'-

..-i-

-'Ic

i.-:w

Nairobi Household Survey^^^ ' The ; survey was conducted in the Spring: of; 

1971"'by the. Institute for 'Development StudYes under the direction of

"'V.- '

f?-

r-.-

/W^ 'H'd'WKitelaw,- The original data consists of information on
■•>V.'7s

-individual's; coi!5)rising -T3S5-middle -a.nd low-^ncbWg '|ipuseholdS' in
1-. -'vs; - ■ ... . ■ ■

Naix^ir Kenya, a>city of.509,'000.;, residents in 1970..• •
V-

The general assumption, underlying both essays .Is'-that the models

.. . developed in this study.y^ay apply to the'urban areaa .of developing:*
'•C.--"" '■ - . '■ . ' ■ —^

countries where many.jsmall employment centers are scattered and the
; .»r.. -

.educationai,level of ..the residents is low .compared with the urban 

-areas of developed, dbuntries.

'■ ■T'-'

---.A-fr'/. '*

•at-

:v ' . /

. .r;:?
7- .r-~;v-‘

f■■■

V'"r. -v
• V

■••-I.'
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I. INTRAURBAN MIGRATION

, A. INTRODUCTION'.; >
t..y.

•i'

, It is widely recognized that intraurban niigration--chaiigirig 

' - ^esidentiai location within an-urban area--plays a significant role i-

^ . inialterii\g~s1)atial pattern and sociar structure of.cities. If we':

- want to change the pattern and the .structure of cities^'to iii^jroW'The 

efficiency of urban transactions., it is essential to understand how 

the altering occurs.; I believe thdranalysis'-oh the moving behavior 

i of households would, be valuable in formulating government ,ppHcy. As

V

i. .. ^
- ■

Mills, puts it,' "The. desirability of almost every, public policy depends 

*^'on.;qualitative-and quantitative! effects which can-iidnly be predicted 

on the^basj-s of considerable un,derstanding"of ;the''way the system 
vwpcg."^

■V

\
f'

- V '■ •: v::.i •'
f-.r-

Intraurban migration has . long been?-a.,.fav6rite ' research, field for
. V . ■ ”■ , " ,it. . . -i-

.. ■■ -tr'/' • . ' ■ . •r-i.-nv

^sociologists , dating back to the^-beginning of this" century. Recently 

• urban ge^grapHers hdve shovm interest and-lia^e- reported

.*1.

some r

'bdwin-S. Mills, Urban Economics, Glenview-:- -Scott, Foresman and 
■ .:Go.,,;19.72, p;;2.: ^ " ■ '

. -VK

......./■■.a.,' "
- For a guide to the old."literature off-intraurban migration; see 

Theodore Caplow, "Incidehce and; direction residential mobility in a 
.. Minneapolis sample,"- Social Forces.,' ’May; 1^49.1

: .'i

*

'r>

■

V .:
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V :_inier^ing researi 

: . literature on intraurban 

it offeps ^ols as-goda’as-, 

social sciencesv-v'

findings' Cl,6). One can scarcely find any
V '' *.

tioh in economics, however, even though 

if not better than-those offered by otlipr' ^
■fe-

social science, has ..different, views rparding the decision
■s:>

-i

Some human.ecologists see the motivation.for. changingto move.
- V. ;•

residence as. an element in a large pattern of the process of growth

' ,and-succession> (16), whereas "stress" seems to, be the key word for 

s,ociologxsts’-(633 . ■ Most'economists, .of cpurse, view, the move as a

At any rate t^ie decteidri to "move 

The economic factors,.however,'that 

to be major -factors, influencing-the decision.to,move-were

. -maximization of a utility function, 

invoiVes many complex factors-.

seem

■virtually ignored..by most of. the researchers^in their studies The
-■ ■ ■ ' - ■ ■ *

failure, to. tako this into account is the significant drawback: of

fffSther social.-science studies dn.'the subject. Examining the!effect of .

the,decision to move is the^main purpose

•Hi-.

various eto'nomic -factors 

paper...

on
it .

f
'i*'

-z?:-

Following the introduction this study, is-divided, into four' ' •'VJ.

.:r

sections. Section B .describes 'th'e'characteristics. of
• * • ,. r^'3 " . . '

movers by •

cojiparihg-the*"mean value of-spcio-economic 'Mctors such as income.
»L-

rent age, ;^d varidus.,distances„from the. residential location.

on the„Gbnsumer theory

i

A

fSectidh C .develops-a tbeoretfcal model based
.-K.'

a-prpbability model of a binary choice that emplpys most ' 

■of the characteristics presented in section Bl Th

/ahd offdfb
r

•V,' ■f.

The empirical results 

estimateli by ordinary least-squares., j;weighted least squares, and "
i-

: ...
V.
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dis^ linant analysis also; are reported in this section.

■ explores the question of wheflier there are biases in'direction and 

distance lihen people :move. - For directional bias', J;he h3;T)othesis of 

mental map suggested by Adams is revised and tested, 

bias, a model of the distance of move is formulated and estimated. 

Finally, section E .suiinnarizes the major findings and contributions of 

this study and suggests areas for further research. '

Section D

For distance
D

t>

- ■ c>

''Sv

->• -■

c■

■> J

..i ■3^

'.r
;^r .
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at;-,...

s

r-''..
r-0'
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B. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MOVERS.

^ ■'

People are mqjjile. Almost eveiyone ej^eriences more than one 

Change of residential location during his''life time. Mobility, 

howeVer, va:ries among individuals. Residents of an urban core area, ’
... _ ' '■ ,..■21’;' '■4- _ . ...

fw^xaiitplejsar^ more .mobile than residents" of a suburban 

Among the urban;core, resid.ents, some

!
*<■

■

,4

area.

peop le appear-to'^ch^hge -their-

residential-loc^ions more frequently'than others'. Many questions,
■■ . .-•) . ■■■ ■ • ' ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....

however, remain imanswered. 'Are the.-movers'youngej*and wealthier '

' ' tliaa non-movers?

'r-r..

' ;
Do they have many-children and lave far from their '

Or is there no characteristic difference between movers and'*^^
; -- " ,. ■■ _ • , ' _ 

■>^:a:*t=^an'-movers? These''are some of'the'questions to'be- addressed'an this*-’
■r ■ . • .... ' • '*» - ir.i- • • '

P'

-1

".r-

■U.-T-

section. -

■ ■ ■

, Tlie behavior of intraurban migration stems from the-ch'ange in'-; v'.:V - - ;?■
... , ...r-S' -7r:>

quantity of housing demande'd-; As manj^.^previous studies' have reported 

j;(ll., 35, 62),"changes in the quantity of housing demanded are V

related to income,' price o'f,.housing, and tastes that include such ,
'; . '; , - . ... - ,

clraracteristi.cs as age and family si'2e'. Also amenity, and access to
'' ' '''; * - -' ■ ■ " ' ■ '

.. .
' t' .

i-3
£-

:X.

central-busihess::distriet (CBJ))' are reported to be important variables 

in housing demand. .-(;24, 31) .
ri-'i

..Among the large number of variables contained in the data, I 

- selected-; as. many variables -that appear to be conceptually relevant to 

: the behavioridf intraurbmi migration as possible; Each variable can .

i'-—: . •

-V

I*;; •

■ ■
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^l^sified in one of the following three categories:- economic,

or distance characteristics. Average monthly income, monthlytaste > ..

, and'the income-rent r^tio reflect the econdn^c characteristics - 

while age, re-lationship of household head to his own parents (oldest

»
■■A

rent

f

s'pn or not) and number of children are taste variables. Distance 

variables ^dist^ce/rom job location to residential Ipcation; 

distance from CBD to residential location; distance from school to

■residential locatyn) represent access variables to various^places.
-vjr.;--v'

. These-irariables' may be regarded not only’as the proxies for
' -i--- ’

a.ttributes based on daily.or‘weekly travelling cost but also the

economic

proxy for locational preference of the household. .. _ ’ '

In my sample of.755 observations, 219 household heads changed 

their residential' location during the year of WTO in which 'all. the

The following table.^:;;.,

C‘

■ ■■:.•?>
information used in this paper was available, 

presents the'mean value of varipus characteristics of household heads 

in each c^e. The ta^le reveals that movers Are, in general, poorer

■ and,^,,thus, pay-lower rent but- have a higher income-rent ratro than 

The high income-rent ratio of'movers -shows that their" 

low'hbflsing expenditure takes an pven. smaller share of their average " ■.

;*
non-movers.

•cr:-.,...

The movers are relatively younger' income than^that of nOh-movers. 

and have fewer children. -Their residential locations are closer to 

downtown but farther'from their^hb locations. 't '•

I .

V-
•>

4-

r.;.
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Table B.l: Mean Values of- Various Factors

^Mean-(Standard Deviatira)4

MOVE , NOMOVE -COMMON

AVY ■ * 385.31 
(291.80) .

461.12 
■ (382.77)

439.13 
(360.41)' ■ •

> ;
RENT 50.73

(52.73)
62; 87 ■ 
(62.16)

59.35
(59.71)

YRAT 10^34 
■ (B.40)

. - 9.84 

. 7.18)
■ . 9.98

. (7.56)"

KIDH 0.70 i:39'
(1.92)

1.20 •
r “(1.70).

, , ■^-. 35.02 
(10.49)

14.78 
(14;-92)

17_. 78 
(17.-78)

11.91 
',(11..85,)

-(1.32)

-'5
AGE , 29.84 

-■‘(8.23)
• 37.13 
(10.58)-

DJH 18.48 - 
(19.82)

13.26 
. (12.56)

aiT'

V" -.ii.

>

• "DCH 1-3.54 
(7-. 35)

■19.03
(20.36)

v;

■

TOSH--!- ^ 9.09 '13.05 
■ (11.80)(11.49) •.'A- -

-Q- «
IVhere. *'■

■ MOVE_ _  = -^Mover..
N0M0V&= -Non-mover

= Average monthly income'
^ -Mon-thly rent 
j= Income-rent ratio - 
= Number of children with household head 
= "Age, of househord='head
= Distance from^job location to residential location 
= Distance from CBD to residential location 
= Distance from :school t(? residential location multi

plied by the number of children in school

AVY
-'.RENT -T- 

. YRAT 
KIDH
AGE

.^7 - . c. DJH .
DCH-
TDSH

X_-

.4..‘. •
3
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The numbers of- oldest son and the household heads who changed 

^ .jobs during the year of 1970 in each group are presented in th^ 

following table." ,,

. Table B.2: Distribution of JOB and OSON
■is..

TOTAL (755)

300 (39.8%) - 
119 (15.8%)

• NOMOVE (536)'

226 (42.2%) 
59 (11%) ■

MOVE (.219)

74 (33.8%) 
JOB 60 (27.^4%)
OSON

■ Where
OSblf =1 Household head who is the oldest'son in his family. 

- JOB = Household head who changed job'location.

*

■>

. TTiere are 119 (15.8%) household heads who changed their job- 

locations in the total sample of 755 .(100%) observations and slightly , 

,'more tha,n half of them also changed their residential'location. As a 

u proportion to each group, they'compose 27.4 percent in-MOVE group and.--.- 

-c-iq.'percent in'NOMOVE group respectively. 'For oldest son, the' '. 

■propoftion“is"?3.8,.percent ih-'MOVE group and 42.2, percent in NOMOVE
X.

•C

: ■ ^

-.j- fv:

-- ..
■s- -

ri*.

.. j

w 'v- .. •' c-.’
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c,- THE DETERMINANTS-OF INTRAURBAN MIGRATION

-1-

To contribute to ,intelligent,formulation of public policy .toward ' 

housing, it is important to find out what are'the major factors that 7^, * 

influence the decision to move, Knowledge of the motivations for 

changi.ng residenc.e"should contribute to effective housing policy. If, 

one knows the determinan.ts of the decision to move, one should be able..

:

to estimate the volume of intraurban "migration in a certain urban'.area

In- turn, this information" will be 

essential for estimating the demand and supply of housing'

This section is divided into four subsections:

^ ■ T in a certain period of time.

C‘

Subsection (U

" :des;eri-bes the . theoreticai basis for intraurban migration, and a" 

probability model of .binary choice is de-veloped in subsection C.2.

•v:.v

,r-'-

Subsection G.3 and C.4 present the empirical work employing various
' ■; -V . • .

techniques, and subsection C.5 examines the performance of each ... • 

technique employed.

V

-> ■

■ s’

. J
■ K

C. 1. Theoretical Basis

■•-t
v»;'

As discussed in the previoi^ section, intraurban migration 

depends on the change-in quantity of housing demanded, the supply of 

housing, and some other factors like job change and access, to the job. 

Thus the functional relationship between the decision to move ab'an 

independent variable and changes of income, price of hdusing, and
V

k
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■

job location'as iridependent variables may be intuitively obvious to 

. most economists in the framework of consumer utility maximization-.

Muth's work especially provides an excellent theoretical' basis for ' 

the analysis"of the decision to move. (44);

■ ■ I summarize Muth's analysis on the equilibr£tun of the household 

in urban space, and.then I relax some of his,. assunptions. ' Muth 

assumes the prices of“all commodities other than housing and transport

are the same^eve'^here, in the city'. Muth divides all> commodities 

• into, two mutually exclusive an^ exhaustive Jroups, housing and all, 

.ether commodities except transportation. In Muth's model all eiij)loy- 

menf is concentrated in the CBD. "The household is as spumed, to act 

in such a. way as to'maximize an ordinal_^utility function subject to a
■i

._budgel constraint as is. typical in economic analysis of consumer
'i-v

behavior. .The utility.function can be written as U = U (x, q)^, whdre.

dollars 6'£.%xp“efid.i.ture t)n all
nv

is’’,cons.un5)tion of housing md-x'is 

commodities'except housing and transportation but including, lei-sure-r,.-..
*■

The-budget constraint can be''written as g
•r'

T-(k,y) - y = 0, ...= X +
- ■ .

whe.re P is the price periuijft of housing,“a 'function of distance, k
• ^ ^ i

from th'e CBD; T. is^the cost per -trip,, a fun.ction of k and income, y.

.-j,.

-V .vi- ..
multiplied Tiy a given number of CBD trips for the household. By

squaring the first "partia.l derivatives of ,.the Lagrangian function

L'-= U -Xg'’.t6 zero, .the first order conditions for household 

. equilibrium 'are found.

-i- ■

*> -
f ■

They are:
-.A

' 6L f-

- Ux-X-.= 0 (1)6x. V
I-

:

- •

* .
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f,

. 10... ...
•

V"
v6L-. *

U r X = 0 (2)-6q •s? q.

« 6i
rX-Cqp^ - 

y - {x + p(k)q + TCk,y)}-

0*sr .C3),= ,
fik- -V, ..'fi »

6L
0 (4)=:

6A *»
■ -

■

■hie first two'equations together imply.-the^ ,condition » *V-

u =V r PCk)- “X ,
, •Sf"’

.which'says'.'ffiatr the hoi^ehold consumes housing ■and other conunoditiei' 

.^in such a way that the margihal utility per foliar gfienf‘is the sanir- 

for. all commodifies. Equation ,(33 implies:

=^tT.

vA-’---'

:r-
' - r.'V •

rf
^■y

- -^Jc k’v

which states that-in the equilihrium location^ the household's, net 

swings ‘oh -the purchase of given quantity of housing and-^transpo^^.a
T’fr .

. . .

t-:.

cost^lthat. would result from*"a..very short move would Be equal to
■ /: i'-'y --s' ^ ' ■■ ■
zero.

v'-.S.-'

_^uation.:14) .egresses the condition that' the hpuSehol'd^-
■> T • *

experiiliture on' everything must exhaust his income. - fh'e-'^relationships 

can be -seen easily-.in thi^^jfqllowing figure-;*
.4>--

■
'4.V

I 3
. Fi'gufe C_.l. 1: Equilibrium of th.§,;-Househoid4 _ •r.:v

. X
y- .. t'iTi

V..

'ft.. ■y-(TrAT): 
■ y-T ’:

Af I LI ; L„ 2I ro ■Ip '>63i ‘ly ' ■ a a:• ^

i.-'W-*'

•<' . »
•' 'f

r
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-Figure C. 1.1 shows tKe usual irraiff'erence curves,' the coordinate axes ,!
fe#'

• being consuinpt:^h o£ housing, q, arid X. For a household located^ 

, k, the budget line,; 'intersects ■ X-

is maximized at ..point A where the slope of the,budget line is equal 

' to,the slope of the indifference curve.

at {y - TCk^} and utilityaxis

-Thus he-i cor^umes (q^ ,- x^),

^ Suppose l;he'household's disposable income after transportation 

cost increased either by increased income or decreased transportation 

.cost. The budget lih'e wiil„.shift up from l: to ,L, in the figure -
... . .ii'• '■‘.i  ̂ ^ T,,..

C.1.1./ To maximize, his "utility,, he hasto co
v- . '

■ income less transppTtation cost decreased.

-.o./ ;r,

-v-'Z'-

consume more _hoiig_ing like.' 

A. similar^ explanation 'can b.e applied, to a situation in which-
0 -rr ^ • «•

If-the-price of housing decreased due---to,.a deterioration in "the 

local.environment like an increase,in pollution, or the crime: rate. •r?

■v

-. ■■■the ^get line .hecomes -flatter like L.,: in the figure.

" , i luDi^ehold'musfi:cqii|]sume^houslng,sJike. q, in-this framework^ holding

-Other factors constant and ignoring the-“moving expenag.... ... .... -

The
1

'

Xsingle concentration of employment, CBD, ‘has beeri asshmed so
5-

.-•'r^ • -• •-t-xr

far. -Suppose, np\j, .that a secondary concentration of emplpyment'.-CI- 

will ball this, secondary business district (SBD)) exists along aV_
.... ''I'V.-''". ’ -

certain jradiai ■from the CBD at a'distance..,]?^ from it, as shown, ia ■ •-

'.•r ; figure" 2V •...\
in figure. 2, shows the-'declining hou|.ihg, prices"with distance 

from the CBD along the radial because, transport costs increase, 

the same .reason,'housing prices paid by. workers "employed at SBD decline ,j .. 

■ 'ffom'hj^j' as shown by P

r-'T.

V

For .'.

■

.,1.,;

»
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Figure Effect of SBD

« /-

0
■'^1

SijBppse' further thatrthere exist n SBJJ's, that is, many , 

concentrations of emplojraent. , Since I will be using data collected- »- 

from lower -income households in Wairobi where business' districts and ■

■ residential districts are less clearly .divided than the cities of 

developed countries and lower income people 'work usually outside the

f

'■>

CBD,-;.the assumption may riot be as unrealistic as the assumption of one--»--^-. • ;
Gonifintration of-einployment. ^If there were almost' continuous *.

i-'

employment cent^’fs*along the radial from the CBD at kp k^, k^, k^,
■ -'t ■

■S'"

assumi-ng k^ is
....

bigger employment center than k^ and so ;on, in the

following figure 3, then the .general trend pf^the. housing price would 

“"be declining with’ the distance from -the CBD as shown by the bold line- --
. . - - - - - - - . . . ^ ' .3

P, which is someiih'at'’similar to. the average cost-curve for an industry
V’ . /■ ■' ■ ■ - . ■ , .

in the theory of the firm. In_sh6rt, thei-housing price^depends‘^on

,the distance from the. other-'emplpj^ment centers as well as on the 

distance from the CBD.' .

>*

• « *■'

' ■
<2^

^in my data, only 124 people put of 755 worked* in CBD.

r -
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■ 1-3.

■■■- Figure C.1.3: Effect^of SBD's.on Housing Price '

■

P ^«
49

.4.

i

0 ^^2 k. ■

Since riE£r^jiiiing>My;enp'loyment cepters; the distance from' 

the job location, j,,is the major factor-in determining..the='transT- •' 

portation .cost while the distance-from the-CBD, k, is a minor factor.

The equalihrium conditions under these new assumptions are 

essentially .the same, as Muth's,. But the,.differences are that k's •

, are replaced by j's in equations (3). and (4). Thus ' ''

•6l •- ■*

- (qPj + = 0- 5j ■' =V

... . >
, y -'{x.+ P(j)q + TCj,y)} = -.O-i . ; i--'

The last equation is again a mere expression of the condition that th,e 

household's income'-must be exhausted. .This condition can be wfi-tteri

' "x - t-Cj,yjK

=
-.>•

■-■z-

1• -V {yas q = rlt-
p(j)

One can see .that-any change'of one variable holding the others 

constant in right hand’side of the'condition will most:likely affect 

the demand of.the quantity of housing. This in turn will affect the . 

household's decision'to-move. Suppose income changed.

-

If the change ■

.of income were positive, the household must either improve its present

■»

‘ '
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housing or move to better hpusip in this framework. If the change,
was negati:i&,_ the housjhold-must either rent a portion of his homing ' '

or move to a cheaper Sousing.

A

Similar things can be said for other
•variables in the^condition.'f

C.2. The Mqdel ' ' •i

■ Based on the theory developed in the previous 

hypoth^ze'd^that-.the decision to move 

, income, price of housing,-and transportation cost, 

more factors’ that

•-They are age, size of family, transportation costs'for children in ’

of the household head, to his

section, it is 

is a fmction *of changes in 

There are ^some
r .

are intuitively relevant to the model, however.

scho^," arid the family relationship)

, • . parents. ..... .. , ' ' ' ' . . - ' '

;:»;#Ate represents the stage in one^s life cycle, duringlthe latter 

- part of which it-he-'T^iy is more''likely to be settled into ijis final
.— *' equiUibrium' location. An increase in family size,.woUi'd tend to -* 

reduce family mobility on the one' hand, but.,increas,e the demarid for-*

^ mobility, on the othdrv Transportation cost for ' ' ' ■'

children'in •school-'is "obvious for its

■y

.-■r

relevancy -in the'model. The •

household head's relationship to.his pareftt's — whether he is the" 

, oldest son -or not — may -be-n^partigular'variable which 

.applied to a mobel for most undVrdeveloped co^itfies, where 

common tradition that the oldest

c^nn be'- •
it is a

son has the duty of supporting his 

great influence inparents, usually.in the same household, who have

the head's decision, making.

•i
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In doing empirical analysis,^,! CMnot'avoid a serious problem with

thp data. Tlie,pr«blem is. that my- dataTo not have what I need suc^^

as changes in income-, price of housing, and transportation cost.

Henca^I will have .to use proxy variables for some independent' - 
• • ■-- -=>■ 

variables. My initial hypothesis is that the probability of intra-
. -• ■. . . . . . . . . . - " " '■- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ■■

urban migration (1 = household move was made, 0 = household move was '

* '

not made) .is a function of eight explanatory variables:, ^average
'i'

monthly, income, :ren^ for housing, the number of children which shows .
’ . ‘ ■ ■ ' ' • ■ J • ■ - . - ' ■ -

.family size, age of the household head, the relationship’of tha ■ :

household head to his parents, the-distance'from job location 

'residential location, the sum of the distances from’the school 

locations to residential location a-ftd the distance^ from CBD-to 

-residential location. In algebraic form, the model may be written as 

, >P(MOVE0“= fCAVY, RENT, KIDH, AGE,. RSON, DJH, TDSH, DG‘Hl; .,e 

- where

to

/ 0

V£•»

*•

: ty
-i:

P [MOVE) •= , Probability of, intraurban migration [MOVE = 1, WOMOVE = 0).
’ -f.-j

= Household head's relationship to his.parents,(oldest
• '--v

... ' '
if.not-= ■ 1) and other variables, are as.-previpusly defined.

. . There a're^four'methods -- regression, discrimiriatiori, probit and 

logit analysis —,that_?an be used for the'estimatibn of models of 

binary choice., ,I will..emplpy''the fijst two techniques,.foe,-which 

canned^ computer programs are conveniently available at the University 

of Oregon Conputing Center. :

RSON son = O,-...
•'-i*

, -X

... . i;,.

• •

.»

,T
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C.3..Regression Analysis

4

Linear'regression Sialysis, 'is undoubtedly the mb^ widely used 

technique of all-econometric methods. I do not attempt to exp.lain it 

in‘any' detail in this study.

I estimate the probability function of the model by ordinary 

least squares COLS) regression-analysis. There are two theoretical

•Ti,

."specifications thaftouldbe tested. The first specification is a
- . ■

linear rei.ationship‘between'the probability of MOVE an 4 the independent' 

Variables. The second specification is a multiplicative relationship. 

But -the -second specification is

■

-r

not appropriate for this study since 

some of my independent-Variables-have the value of zero. '
^r-

■■i

In the. model, the dependent -variable takes the^value of either.

• one or tefb* representing tlLe certainty of MOVE or NOMOVE and, thus,

. " the-.conditionai expectation of th'e .dependent variable may be interpreted 

as the conditional probability of MOVE.• -it.
■But there are two major 

drawbacksHn using regression analysis to estimate binary choice.
-

First, the predicted value of. the dependent"variable 

than one or less than zero. .Watson pointed oUt this problem clearly:

be greatercan
i*

"In cases where■•predictiohs fornT an integral part of .the analysis, 

the potential inconsistency, of th'e predictions with the probability 

interpretation of the. dependent .vafi’able is a serious ob^-acle to the 
of regression'analysis techniques."^ This problem can be •

..•V

use

-V

^Peter L. 
binary' choice,"

Watson, "Choice of .estimation procedure for models of 
" Regional and Urban Economics,. 4, 1974. p. 189.

>:.t
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minimized, however.-by specify4ng the model correctly and using-a

sufficiently large sample.
■4

. ; - Second', • tire.model .violates the assumption of h^oscedasticity of " .

: the regression'model, i.e;, the assumption that all the disturbance terms 

. of.each vector 6f observations have the same variance, This^probiem of

• different vaa:iances,’jiamely heteroscedasticitx' cpmes.,„from the limitations

of the dependent variable which in turn lead to restrictions on the ■

values that may ,be‘-_takeh by the disturbance 
“ •• • - ‘ ■ ' ■

- ■‘T

terms, -‘.There are-two
•'i'

• • solutions that'give the same resylt to. this problem.of heterbscedastjLcity:
“ ..U.

- ■ a i^eigHted ,least-squares solution. (WLS] and h ablution byytransforaation . 

Both 6f _the techniques are sesigned" to satisfy the assumptiian of '- 

homoscedasticity. ■ .The-details'of thbse techniques are'discussed in
'r> ' , ...

use the weighted least"squares solution-

ir

> •
•V'. ■i'... c>- : ■ appendix fV' I prefer to

... ‘ .. since, in'the co?nputer'pj;ogram (RAPE). I use, it takes les.s .geheratiojxii,
. '.................................. ■■■■ '

' ; of heiV , variables-than^the' .solution "by transformationf''"'

The-medel is estimated by OLS ■and.,WLS, and the results'are .

'r>

w'.'S .

.'•Cr. •

. cbmpare'df I employ eight explanatory variables first , and'some
y-

■.If:-

variables'are replaced ands-added..tb examine’'the structural,.change of 

.the .model. .Table;6,3.1, presents the' tirst equation for the 

probability‘:'.bf intraurban migration; estimated' by each technique'. .

,I,':,^ intereste(^-dn,.the Closeness-of the./fit 'of -the model and 

._the-^.t statis'tic .pf. oacfi'coefficieirt

• - regression analysis
' ■ • > ' ■

.coefficient qf determinatibn,-.(R^) is a

Li-.

'u'

■-

•.v~- as aj-e most"rese'arch'ers who use ■
. ... ,,. .................. ................. .............................,■., .-... •"

The goodness of the',, fit represented by the

a prfecise..measure of the strength

: .of while .'the' tv^tatistic'^hows the appropriate* level 6£ a
-i-'n.

-*
1;,:

• -•• s •
■ -1.

■ 1 ' '
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. >
Table C.3.1: Model of In^aurban Migration (Equation 1) 

Probability of Migration

AiS

*

ois WLS

Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio

---
AVY -0.(10001 -0.256 -- - . 0.00002 0.355

-OJDOli -3.663. RENT -0.0009 -2.916

-2-. 486KIDH -0.0217 -0.0267 -3.778

.V -0.0129. :AGE -8.807 ’ ;-0.0150 

6.0580 :

-11.552

RSON 0.0721 2.354 ^;I72
■5

41466DJH 0.0044 0.0043 4.734 ■

-4.612■TDSH -0.0045 -3.564 .. -0.0054

DCH • ■’ -0.0040 -4., 746 -0.0049 -7.875
f*

. Intercept^ ■

.,/Degce&es-of freedom ' 746

2.1

0.8443' 12.796 •0.9441 

^ - 690

14.402

:-7
iTw- -

“ R . 071910 0.2695

variable’ln the model.
"o-

-v ■ ■

2
'Hie R s by both' techniqjjes^ are reasonably-good.

19 percent of the total variation of the model while WLS explains 

approximately-^27 percenfwhile eye^,parameter is significant at, the 

5 percent level except--AVY.

OLS e;^lains

Between.the two techniques every

parameter except RSON'obtained . byJwLS shows higher t rat-iOs than by

The magnitudes of parameters'except RSON are larger in WLS 

model than in OLS.

OLS.

Based on the theoretical reasoning of homo- 
2

scedasticity,. the better R and the t statistics of WLS than those

of OLS, the magnitudes of parameters obtained by WLS are more

2;
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reliable;

,*.■ ': Finally:,^otice the- decrease .of the. degrees 'of freedom in 

model in comparihorf »ith OLS model r:, This change comes from the: .

• t •

problem of the zero-to-pne-probability range.. Since, the variance,
■ ' - - - i *. _________--

which is. iKed as the .weight in WL$, has-the ^orhi of /l/pflrp}.
•v>- *

-.---
. where P' is the predicted value,, it becomes an-imagihar^^humbef if the

predicted value’is.negative or greater than one. The,,computer ’ l 

Simply, gives-.-zers, values ■ to :im.aginary numbers . Hence these weights , : 

Of.zero reduce the sampl.e size ..and the degrees of freedomfe, .

-Ali.'of the' parameter estimates' except; AVY have signs’'that- caft
V. .

c-

■ ' be reasonably explained.' Wie older theihpusehold-’head-,* tfie' less<
-• likely the„faraily is to move, anJexpecbed'result since-.greater age. " ’

; correspond to later stages in’-the life-cycle during which the-.family.,,^,^
. f?'

•r

'to be 'settled down;- A' similar explanhtion app^.ies tb: the 

- ■ rent Tariablg'.-'^An^ iTC-rfamily size wpuld'hepd,,to^re^^^^^

.Eip^’ i. faniily. mo’biiity oh -th'ep'one hand>, bu't. dic^ease-the demand for.'housing. -

' . .•

ni-';
. ■ and thus mobility on the othd'-- The coefficient oniKIDH-indicates,..,

■- thafi the first, effect domina^s.

. The^pbsitivexjSi^ d DCH~'garam,eter suggest.^-that the fafther-a ..
'i.;.;:,- '.

i;-:Hdd^pid is -frdi'thh Cfin;'the less likely it will chan|e location,

. . wbith again-^cm by rtages. in the life cycle. ' As.'.inpomes '

rispiwith the life cycle.^, .the' household's demandvfpr housing may

'u

v'i' i' v' -t ' ■■

. iv

'■^Ll

:
_ include’ a location farther., frbm' .-the-CBb, and the -grpater this distancp

the mpre likely the household-has arrived at its final equilibrium - 

' position. The negative effect of TDSH indicates.’ that: thpse people

f

- "y
O'

■ /
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who have children going to school are less likely to move, 

household moves farther away from the school the children either have 

to make longer^ trips =-to school and, thus , 

cost,

another school..^

If the

4
increase ^he transportation .. 

or have.to take the inconvenience of being transferred to
_ _  . ' -a

•vi.

The parameter of*RS0N has the expected positive sign, since the , ' 

; oldest son has the duty of supporting his parents, who have great 

■influence in household head's decision making as is a common.

7

tradition in moif underdeveloped countries. -The effect of the

. distance from job location.is'positive as expected. .This.indicates• N

that the farther a household is located from employment location, 

higher is the probability of moving his residential Ideation. This 

seems to be, a reasonable effect-Tn a

the

city where-most of the residents ■i

either walk or take mass transit to their job.

• The_.,parameter of AVY is not only, very small^in com|hrison to
«i- . - •'y . .---•.i,'

that of renOut also^it has an insignificant, t-ratibr

(

Also note

■ that, tTig. sign of it is negative in OLS but positive in: WLS.. " Thus I

cannot reject the null hypothesis, the coefficient of AVY is zero,''knd,,, 

conclude.that there is not sufficienf-'evidence to indicate that AVY 

■is linearly .related to the probability of 

out,

move. It should be pointed' 

moreover, that Ancome is highly..,correlated with rent as' reported 

-in most sfudxes of housing^ demand The simple regression of-RENT on 

AVY also reveals a correlation coefficient of 0.563.

^■

» '

There results
lead me to drop the variable AVY from the model in the next 

■regressions (Equatiop 2) presented, below. '

>■
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Model of Intraurban Migration (Equation 2) 

. Probabil-fty -of Migration

Table C.3.2:
t.

OLS WLS

Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient .t-ratio
^35*

rent; -0.0009 -3.640 -0.0010 -4.263
5

KIDH -0.0221 -2.551 -0.0264 -3.899

ACE -J.0129 -8.809 -0.0149 -11.6?
• .*
0.0597 2.262,

0.0043 -4.7^5- , ^

RSON >-•0.0719 ■ 2.349

DJH 0.0044- ,4.474

TDSH -3.622-0.0046 -0.0049 -4.832 ■

DCH -4/772 . .-^-0.0049 - -8.022-0.0040-

0.8417

V

Intercept 12.91 0.9392^ 14.67 •i
• •-?

■ ■- Degrees.;:of freedom 747 693

0a1909 0;2755 • v^'7'

results are quite encouraging. While,,there are insignificant •;«; 

changes of R and t-rqtios in OLS'model from equation Ij. evef/ 
i, , increases and R^ improves in spi^e of using one less variable dn,^ WLS- . 

L- model.

t-ratio

The magnitudes' of parameters Are almost_,the ^^ame as in the
■ '■ "/' ■ -

previous.regressions using both techniques.
■

It appears that the 

models-of equation-2 are'better than those of equation 1 in explaining 

the probability.' ,

IVhite'iaw hyp'bthesized that the change in job .location is 

expla-natory variable in his probability model (61)=. Using a dummy 

variable, he found the role of this variable to be signifipant. I 

have added the same dummy variable, JOB, representing change of job

a maj or

- ;•

- 4-
#>

*.
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... location to the first-equation >fyes'= 1, no = 0). .The .second 

equation.-preserited in Table C.3.3 shows.,the effects of adding 

to equation 2'-

- ca»'«

t.

_ Table C.3.3j Model of Intraurban Migration (Equation 3)

Probability of Migration
4'

... ^
OLS- WLS

\

Coefficient- t-ratio Coefficient t-ratio

V-0.0007 '■T-RENT -0.0008' -3.212 -2.818

.KIDH. -0.0306-0.0212 , r2.462

AGE -8.477 '-0.0087-0.0125 -7.113

' -RSON 2.2870.069.8 ■ 0.0871- , 3.194,
s-'..

DJH 0.0034 3-^57 ■ 0.00^5

-3.54^

0.5212

' -0.0044- .TDSH -0,0044 ■ .7.457

- jor
ihteS-cept

;4.656 - -0.0037r0.0039 ■ :^6^716r.v •

*0^-1154 • ''"^2.580n 0.3203 - 7.457

. 0.8126 12.32 * 0.6-8i3‘ 10.4-4^

rA:.--V T>.

‘i :-j ■■

Degrees of freedom 746•;v>' .

- .
r.2 .-R 0.1918 .0.2584.'.'-A -

T^-i

4 • ... - i

The addition of the new variable, JOB, does not make substantial • 

. ' changes- in the structure of OLS model’But it ,-does in WLS model.
■-ii,

following result’s are noticeable in WLS model. - First the parameter of 

DJH becomes insignificant, thus, suggesting multicollinearity betw.een ' 

JOB and DJH while other parameters are all significant at a 2 percent 

. aevel. Second, R drops '.02,' The highly significant t .tatio of JOB, ’

The

-.rt •*

i
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• N'

..however, strongly supports the important role of the Variable, JOB, in

the model. Also notice the magnrtude of the parameter, 0.'3203, This, 

implies that ""the decision of more than 32 percent of, t}ie households who .r" 

moved in the sample was based

-A c

on the job location change alone, 

is rio.'.doubf, i nowy^bout- the importance of the vayiabie, JOB, in the

There

But the question is whether the mere fact that a household 

head changes his job location should influence his decision to

Suppose a household head found a new job not-faf7from-his.

model,

move. ^

or not.

• Old-joU,~say, one block away,. Would he still move? If other variables ' 

‘are-held constant it seems to be reasonable that he is not-likely to ' '

move.

In my next equation, I introduce a new variable: absolute 

value of the change in DJH due to"job change, ADJH^, which reflects

For'those household heads who did^;,^,.the chahge'ih transportation cost.

not change--their jobs or changed'jobs but in the same grid'.square,

I replace A DJH.with the dummy variabie..the value qf..ADJH is'zero.
■'•4-

JOB in the following regressions'.

H,-'. The results of this regression 

The newly added ADJH-also appears tq. be'a significant variable at 5 

percent level iand the T0.2679)>by WLS.'appears to be much

'good- as "those of .equation 3.are as

-0 •

more

■''5 - i-*
r'-r 7*■ -ri ■

i y I CDJH)A DJH (DJH)=:
-aidnew
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accurate th^ that pf other studies of binary,choice problem^,^
U'?’

*«
Table C,3.4: yodel of Intraurban Migration CEqflation 4)

V

Probability of Migration
•3S.

OLS WLS
t

Coefficient t-ratio Coefficient .f-ratio 

-0.0009RENT — -0.0008 -3,283 -4.267•»
, KIDH ■ -0.0207 -2,404 -0.0265S -3.807

vAGE -0.0126 -io.,71 ■■ ■■ -8.630 -0.013

RSON 0.0711 2.336 0.0566 2.183 ■ ■
9

DJH 0,0018 . 1.449 0.0016 1.535

n3.S26■TDSH -0,0044 -0.0048 -4,805

' -'DCH -0.0038 -4.581 -0,0046 -7.201

'"ii-

Intercept

-T Degrees-flf freedom,

0.0039 , 3.365 0.0024 2.265-

* 0-;8380 12,94 0,9092 - 14.17■

■

-►V' .
746.. 692

I?:-2
R 0.2030 ,0.2679!■

*>• ;
3

. '-'S

'1■n

^ The statistical fit obtained by Stanley Warner in his study was 
R of .167., See Stochastic Choice'of -Mode in Urban Travel; A Study y 
in Binary Choice^ C1962. Northwestern Pre.s.sl . p, 60,.- For more examples 
of statistical fits of studies on binary choice problems see (34).

..2
- A .

f' .
r
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, Sincej .among the variables I employ/ ADJH .is the only, variable 
• . ' \ , ■ fes- • ■ ■

;-based oh, the theory disclosed in C.l, I-expected; better result^^than

what I obtained-in>equation'3. One thing ! neglecfi^when this

variable was• introduced is the direction of’AoJH, Whether one

job is closer or, farther than previous ..job from oner's home.^ All the

changes in "i ob locallons are treated as positive • values (or zero if

the changes were made in same grid) even when one found a job closer

to his fesiden'fial-locatiqn. than his old„;;jpb w^^s. Buf'the e'ffects

A •c^-

s new .

V- ■ ■ . -

- -■ ■'-■-.aW*
-of ADJH, which is a proxy for the change in’^ transportatiqn cost, 

the budget line is opposite depending ,on_ the direction o'? AdJH, 

i _ positive or negative value as-shown in the following figiire.

on
-r

• ■

, Figure C. 3,. 1: Effect of ADJH on-Budget Line' ff -i
■ '

.'.r-
■■

X
•ir.-.,-:s

-• -

• ::'x^
'.'v ^

■y. '■ ADJH -•
' «

■■-iV■-Mu-Ov..
0..w . -J&i- -'.-.Vf

iry,
-«■

•“

sv,
Positive AEgH (ihcfeased.transportation'costj'Wiil shift down the 

. -bupget line while negative ADJH (deoreased transportation costj will 

=^''shrift up the budget—line.''- .Both^^ffects should, increa^-the 

: probability of move according to the previously discussed theory, 

do people react the same way to both decreased budget and'increased 

budget?

>•

'-Hi

But.•.*v

..T*

I now suggest a hypothesis that people adjust more rapidly to

■s#

. •»
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; ■ equilibrium when their disposable •^nwme increases 

- ; inco„,<,e„.a.es 1„ VairpM. ' p,„„aU,
than when their

to better liousMig wheiuincdtte increases due t4

oa decreased transportation^ ' 
to move when income decreases duecost but they ajre reluctant

transpo.rtat>ion cost. : 
byADJH*^ in which the direction is

to an

In my next equatioiy^DJH is replaced 

-implied, i.e.. if one's new job

than one's previous job, then the value of ADJH isis closer or farther 

negative^dr positiyg.

. Thq_ result^ _af the regression are presfented in the following 

^.table. By replacing this-variable, I get bet^r fesull^. 

notice^the improvement in the fit'of.each model.' -1

■ .percent in OLS and 57 percent in WLS. Second all the 

. significant at 1 percent,level except'RSON which i
parameters are 

i6 significant at. 

in WLS of equation 3
„ ,5 l^el. .DJH which'was insignificant 

-M%4^=i^: also highly'significant.
Now the model (WLS).-id^|ble to

-exp^in more than-?2,pencent^^e -variation:

' -TOJjtnict infeipretation-qf the coefficient of AdJH* would 

. that when people change

• ‘.r.
I'i- •

closer job location than ihe d]
.7* to a.

previous 

location increases but.

5-,

one. the -probability of' changing residehtial
t-* ^ ^ ,

- j(^ lod^ionls farther than• the prdrlous location.when the new
the"

probability, decreases. ^;The latter part.pf lhe interpretation, i.e’

move due to an

>•

•*
‘^a realistic view that a pdrson would be likely^to 'i

• ^

ADJH* •, = CDJHj . (DJH)new old’

■».
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Table C.SiS: Mo.d^l of Intraurban Migration (Equation 5) 

Probability^of Migration
•. * -CSV

-OLS', • WLS
■

Coefficient t-ratio • Coefficient t-ratio

rent:::: -0.0009 -3.659 -0.00p8» -3.654

-0.0232. , :-3,418 ' ■
•' ' ■ ..................... ...... ,f

-0.0139 , -10.84

- >...i.
*1/

KIDH -0^0210 -2.402

AGE -0.0121 -8,485

2.49fe- RSON iP*0739

0.0099'. . 8.207 .

- -t).0049 - '-4.009,

• 0.0561 2.205' .
--r«> Ti•DJH-- Cii-o:;oip4 10,78

-0.0049 -4'::848°

07.7.94 

:7.948

TOSH.

DCH --0.0038 -4.009 --0.0049 

,^-0.0083 

X).8146 

679

,..,0.4204 C0r4I3y .

■ .-r^increased transportation cost when his new job location is dr^'titally 

, ‘i. farther than the previous job location.

already discussed itKat both.4ireckons of ADJH would'-'■ 

:i.ncreas.e'the-.probability of. intraurban migration..vj-The sign of the 

. parameter of AdJH* seems to indicate that "a'-negative ADJH*^ increases 

, the piobaijility of

table p.resents additional information on ADJH*.

It shows how low^ income level Nairobians reacted 

locations in 1970..

ADJH* --.t-0i0079 -7,444

Intercept , „

Degrees''of'•freedom 746

R ' (R )

0;7369 11.42 li.94 ' '■V-*

0,2469 (0.2388) '-
-:r. -

rsi-
■vAr--

-i.*'
•1.'.

••-■='-'44.

equal positive ADJH^, however.a move', more-

to their new job
-■•7

» ■'

*
I
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Table C.3;6: Distribution of JOB and ADJHt 

MOVE

■ 6o'c5p,,4%3 

."26 (32.1%)

nOmove TOTAL „
* tfSl

JOB 59 (49:6%) 199 (100%)
AdJH* (+)

„> ■ adjh*To) 

Adjh* (-)

55 (67.9%) 81 (100%) 

4 (100%) 

^4 (100%)

0 4 (100%) =•

' 34 (100%) 0

. The first line of the table shows that about half of the people
*

who. changed .job' locations chahge^Xhe location of their residence. 

Among them, only about 32 percent of the people whose newjotf"’ 

locations w6re further than previous ones moved while those who 

Changed job locations but in the same grid'square ADJH* (Q) did not

move at all. But every household whose new job locations are closer 

■ changed.-their residential locations.

1'

It could be coincidence, yet it 

, obvi-oiSly; ;suggests the general trend of moving'affected ^by.ifDJH*. ~In 

.. fact ADJH* along'iS able-.to explain 23 percent of the-total variation 

--"•:Bf the probability_9f MOVE.

In summaiy, ADJH* appear® to be the most,.j-n^ortant variable in . -

V-

Wj •

~c:-
.-'t.

. >i^-
explaining intraurban migration in this.-model.. I will’ exatiine thT 

variables used as independent variables again in using discriminant . 

analysis.

• SV,.

. 4.'.*
r

,.A, -•c.

. '-i-y• .1^ •'

^The. si^le-WLS regression of ADJH* on P(M0VE). is:

P(MOVE) = 0.2958 - O'.0031 (AdJH*)
- - . (16.88) (-15.07)

/ -■ -• ■ R^' =■ 0.'2318, D.F.'='732
The numbers in parentheses are t ratios.

.

.»■
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.C.4. Discriminant* Mialysis "

Discriniin^,t^nalysis is "1 relatively less frequently used 

technique in the Ijterat^re of economics compared to other disciplines 

like business administration, especially marketing analysis. The

objective of a discriminant analysis is to define a set of equations
,

that efficiently discriminate among two or more mutually exclusive 

populations or groups.> Thus this .technique is one of the most

*

suitable techniques 'for the pfoblem of binary ’choice.

In this model, one discriminant equation is constructed for»the'■ 

MOVE.group and the NOMOVE group respectively as a linear function of' ’

. discriminating , variables . The general form'of the discriminant 

. equation associated with group i is."* ■

• ■

. whereiZ^ is a- discriniinant score fdr.,group i, and th§ constant i. is 

a coefficient pf -jth variable, X. in group i. •
■ 3 ■■■' ' . ■

I employ the same eight explanatory variables -used in the-- " 

regression model (equation 5) .^^iscriminating-'variables.'

; . RENT, KIDH, AGE, RSON,-DJH, DSH, DCH, AND'ADJH*’.

same variables in’•both models, there is. a basic difference betweeen a 

discriminant model and a-aregressioh model-. A discriminant analysis
'■ '-.i.J .. ' ".ic

does 'not have a measureable'-counterpart to the dependent variable in 

regression analysis. - It simply emplp'j^s a multiple classification 

analysis of the data, and the values are simply .group-indicators.

No attempt .w.ilT be made, however, to explain the basic theory underlying

^i = X. •+ 
10 . + X, Xip _p

.-y.

• .-1^.

•ft

■Tr:--

■tic. They are

AllSiough I use the

-i-'

.V
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discriminant analysis in-this secti'on for there are excellent descriptions
■ is? ■ . '

on discriminant analysis available elsewhere (43, 46, 47). -

I apply the data to tjie BMD07M^ Stepwise Discriminant Analysis 

program. The results are presented in the following three tables.
—-■ 9

• Table C.4.1 gives the values of F to. enter whi^ch show the ^

■ ability of each discrdminatihg variable individually to classify the 

data.

A

Is

Ai ■

fabl-e G.4.1; F to Enter •

REMT . ■6.4i~ ■RSON,, 4.57KIDH 25-.41 ■ AGE 85,66.
•SDJH 1^.27 TDSH 17.80 

Degrees of'freedom 1,753

..DCH 14.82 • ADJH*’ 10.52.*

Since the critical F with 1 and 753 degrees of freedom for an 

-allowable-ia = 0.05 is about 3.85, all the variables are said to
"■T,. - • * ' .' . ...

. disGTimirnr^e adequately between the ^groups in the analysis atjthe 

5 perceht level of-sfghificance.

TabTe 0,4.2 presents the disfcriminant equations and 0 statistic^

•V?

' W.J., Dixon, ed.,-. BMP; Biome&ical Computer Programs, Berkeley:- -
- University of-California Press, .1973. , ‘ '

\ - - ' .
F to enter-values- are statistics for testing the hypothesis 

. -The association discriminating variable .does not adequately. - 
iassify-the,-original datal set,- vers'us -- ~

H^: It is a' significant classification variable When taken alone. The 
-largest F to.Enter most strongly rej.e.cts the hypothesis and-identifies 
-the first variable to enter-the model.

^The U.statisitc tests the hypothesis

H^: The-variableswhichhayebeen- 
entered do not as a group 
adequately discriminate among 
'the classes,.

•--V

-2V

- H.:
c.

•

• -r* • •

H^: At least one
variable discriminates , 
adequately among the 
classes.

versus

f'.-. -
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\.... *- \Table C.4.2; Discr^inant Functions \

i

Variable ■ MOVEWOMOVE■A ■ \

0.02410.0299RENT

0.0706 -0.0667
, •

' 0.3345

KIDH _
^ i *>0.4134AGE \ » .!

2:.99Q2'- ‘2.5511, RSON

0.0763 0.1404DJH \
.*'7.'

^ 0.0453'.0.0771DSH

0.0736 r0v049i.:DCH - 

ADJH* ^

Constat
Total sample size CN)' = VSS!

-s;.'

\
^ -0.0S46 ■-0.0334

' -9.712^: -11.417 ••Si'*-

= 219=/566,

■- - U Statis;ticj= , 0.7498. .
Approximate F = 31.1*.
’^si‘gn$fleant at 1 percent level,'

The'inte^re.t'ation d£ the'discrirainant coefficients is more or. less 

similar to'the means Of two groups "discussed in section B,, The'"" 

.jeneral tendencies of the’MOVE-gropp are that they'are younger.,:, pay 

inrTower rent, have fewer chydren,; not likely to be oddest sons, live farther 

from CBD and their'.job locations, spend less time or money for journey 

to schoolv and find closer jobs than the-NOMOVE.,,group.

A complete table for the U. statistic is not available biit; the 

U statistic can be'transforraed to a statistic which has an approximate 

F distribution. Since the Approximate F, 31.1, exceeds the critical 

■ " F with 8 and-746 degrees of freedom.at the 1’percent level, .2,53, I 

can say the variables.as a group adequately discriminate between the

Degrees of Freedom 8,1,753 
Degrees of Freedom 8,746

.
e*'-y

.V

.  a,.
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• ■' groups.
\

. ' Table C.4.3 gresents tha^onfusioii matrix which-sununarizes the"^ ' 

number of correct and intorrect classification of the original data 

set by the discriminant equations.

4

■j

^ Table__fi.4.5: Confusion Matrix 

Actual Group

i

Predicted Group
i- •• NOMOVE MOVE i

NOMOVE ’"536 506“ 30

MOVE .219 •>128 91

The confusion matrix shows that-the discriminant-equationV* 

perform well for NO^K)VE grou^Jjut pooxly forllOVE group. They 

correctly classify 94.4 percent in NOMOVE group and 41.6 percent' in

rsw

' Overall 597 cases or 79.1,percent of the samples

correctly classified*- With this information I'

are
-

can now us e_ a
square, test by computing Q statistics^' to determine -the overall' r~rC':'

effectiveness of the-discriminant model to classify the data set as 

-.^opposed to chance classification^ this set- The obtained statistic, '

■ r- -•

3

■

....
Under, the' following hypotheses:

H-: Discriminant model elassificafion no-Ijetter than randori classifi
cation;,, versus ‘

Ha'-: ■■ Discriminant-model performed bq:£tbr than chance, the statistic
(N. -* rati ^

i NOt-1),
is distributed as a chi-square random variable with one degree 'of 

.. freedom, where N = Total sample size
■ ; t = Group size

m = Total.number of correct classification.

1■‘■A?

t-r-

r.'- .
• -rt

■?

Q’ =

*■

.- .. ■,.
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255, also far exceeds the significint level (X^

. . confirming that the discriminant model classifies the-data set bettea

than could be expected'by. chance.'

■ The classification of the-data will be discussed again in the 

• next section along with the discussion of the class'ifi^tion by* 

regression models.

,.l d.f. = -7.88)0,005

4

,C.5. Performance,Tests of the Methods

Three methods of estimation, OLS, WLS, and discriminant analysis, 

were applied to the model developed in C.l. 

give significant estimates.
All of them appear to - 

It is difficult, however,_ to suggest the 

■ best method fpr-empirical'work among them without certain criteria.
r-

■To evaluate the three methods of analysis, the performances of each.

.. method sh^ld be tested and compared with each other;
... \ '

Fpr eachr'method^ two different t^ests

— are carried out, In the classification test,

the probability of MOVE for each household is predicted by each

..technique, using all the observafions.

■•Y •,;■—: v* r
the-elasslfication test'

Then the household heads'were.

L assi^ed to either MdTO"ox NOMOVE on the basis of-P = 0.5 .cut-off
■■ ■ iv ■

... point. That is, a household head is classified as MOVE .if the

predicted-probability is greater_^than 0.5'"and as'NOMOVE if the value 

is less than 0.5,

The prediction test is essentially the 

test except that half of the data is used to generate th,e equation, 

and the probability for each household in the other half is predicted

--.r* -

same as the classification

« . •
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The results of the classification test areby this-equation 

'presented’ in ^ble C. 5.1. ^ _ ^ .n. c^.

- Table C.5.1: .Classification-Matrix 

SAMPLE .’Percent OLS Percent WLS Percenfc Disc. 

536. . _ 100 " ’ - 492

•I-

Percent

NOMOVEsfe - 91.7.. 480 89,5 50^ ' ' 94.4

219 100 - 103 47.0 117 53.4 91 ■ 41.6

V-

MOVE
-•V'-i:

Total '755 ’10.0, 595 78.8 ‘ 597. 79.1 597. -79.1

•'T-

^ OLS classifies 492. pases C91'7i3 out of' S36-oEiginal~6bservations_-. 

correctly for NOMOVE group and 103 cases -(47%) out of 219 original 

■' ... observations correctly for MOVE group wd in total, 595*cases (78.8%).,

Both WLS'and discriminant analysis correctly ' 

classify 597 cases (79.1%)’) 2 Gases more than OLS does in total while 

dl§?^assifies better than discriminant anal-ysis does,. .55.4-percent

are correctly class'ified.
•i-

■.-'.‘tL-

-■•a--.

-and 41.6 per^nt'aresp&ctivelyv*=for MOVE group. '• Since,,ray'interest is
'____________ • *”■ '■ , ....

.....
■ • •

.s.ASi .-in’itheiMOVE group, WLS appears to be the best technique, for -1 •
•i:-

classification among the three'methods.

-Given that, WLS is the best technique among them, -I. run aifbther 

’■classification test-iSrhich, considers prior-probabi-lity. ’ Since-I know 

:that there are”536 households who did not™move, I order all the-

.Hi.

?.

4-r

jpredictecli.values from the smallest one and T^t the 536th predicted 

•valpe (0.3980) as the cut-off point,

——■ I.also.employ a prediction test'.in which Half of the sample ie ' 

used: tp generate the .equatidh. The sample is'divijied into .two halves 

, randomly by the. built-in function of the computer.

-t.-

■f

The' coefficients

?
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. ...-estimated using the-fiist half^snmple are then applied to the other 
' ■;; '■ '■ : ■ ' - . . .

.h§ilf of the, data: set to produce estimates of the probability of

each observation. ■ The^equations generated from the ;flrst half of

the data set -are more or less the same as the equations from the

entire' data set." .

The resufts of the'tests, that predict the-second half data- set 

which conta-ihed 101 cases of MOVE and .276 cases of NOMOVE in the

4-

- ;

•Vl.
■

V •

1 ,
•■o

discriminaht..n]Lodei, afg presented ini-Table C.5.2..

-i;.*

Table C;5.•2-: 'Predictioh Matrix 

. OLS Percent WLS

97.4,i. - 94.2

44,, ; 43.6,^... 49 .-^48.5 ' 53.., ’ 48-.1 .

1 -Total313 ,1 83;0 309 82,0

i'.

Percent Disc. Percent 

2:53 ' - 94.8'NOMOyE 269

- ^MOVE ■5
■■ p

306 , 81.2
---

i-v--,. • '-
''i,-The,-perf6rraanc.es of.-.predi'ctipn are slightly. bStter thSh those

^
^^i^i^tipns in. t<ifal'percentage, -Btit predicting MOVERS-; .1 

substarifiany 'better-than classifying MOVE by'-all models^ . 1^^

•J-

'.-V-
-Zt>’

■ . ■--'jr-

-three; models, discriminant a:nai5%is gives less accurate results,411. 

overall perfoOTanceSj. ;,ThuS it appears that„ regression models
V ■rvr;;cr . *. • -

'■ V'

are

betl:er techniques ta be applied than discr^Mnant model in this, study. 

I .also'prefer...to u^ OiS not only because it gives better!

predicfi.on and ..classification for^MOyE group,^(,but, also because the ' 

theoretical reasoning_is more sound,-^ since heterosce.dasticitjr is

: K.-'.'

i.5

" 1-.

-=.-r
V •

■ ^See ^ipendix li

i'

-t

1' '■-.'-'■I
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corrected, .for, although OLS pe^c 

.classification and even be^er in

drms almost as well as WLS in

total prediction
■a*..'V-

-
S> ;rS: • v-

'V
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d..,^^^;^tion and distance of intraurban migration

■:•>■ '

In the previous section it .was -shown that-the probability of
. . ’ ■ , ' • ' . . .  - ' ' ' 'r;: . ' ' ' .

intraurban migration is•a measurable behavior of urban households.

Suppose a-household j.s predicted to have a high probability of 

MOVE. Then where would it move to? Is intraurban migration a chaotic •' ‘ 

phenomenon or is there a systematic spatial pattern? If'the' latter is 

true, identifying relevant variables that determine distance and 

•direction in-intraurbaii migratio.n, .would provide a uieful.rguide for 

■ urban planning. The object of this" section' is’to ..analyze the- 

-geographic, aspects of the moving behavior of African households..

”, investigate the directional bias first and the dis'edssion ori

'disfance bias folfows next.
; r;?

b.K 'Direction of Intraurban Migration
, -V-.,

Researches on directional bias in-intraurban migration have 

been reported many ■times by researchers in differeht-branches of 

. social science (1,- 6, 7). Among the s-tudies, Adams,' report- on 

- directional-bias .of intraurban'migration in Minneapolis-is-,particularly 

interesting, introducing the seemingly sound concept of mental map.

Adaiiis argues that a resident develops a mental- map or perceptual 

imag'e of his city based largely on his daily and weekly activities.

r

.
ife ■

V-:

■ • 'i.-
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' ■:? ■
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, • - 'He ■ argues .furthex^that'the-j:esident retains a relatively narrow mental ^ ■ 
map of his'urb^area like t^e pie slice shaped area shown 'in figt^

.!s^

«

.D.1.1 where H is^the-residential location.

Figure D.1.1: Mental Map cs.

aS;?

\3

--■.t

-

Based'on-his hypothesis; he .suggested three attributes that

d'eseribe-ah..intraurban move. They ,.are Ci) -Ahe length qi-"mp'j{e,-'■^7

h:-

(ii> the dis^^ric^. o£ %Ke"prigin, H',, from the-center ,“'o, of the cehjtral 

business.^;d3.strict/fa:hd (iii), the-angle,

.’.T; •

in', of the-move with respect

to' the location of the dpwntpMi^center in th^""following figure.

: ■ According; to .Adams', the angle mj,, associated .with intraurban 

would -be a bimodal clustering arornid 0. degrees and^iso-degrees.

..

moves

Using ,
• * m-

data from Minneapolis ci-ty^ direct6xie_s,--he confirmed the'difectioiial 

• 'bias'.
•'> '
'a"- -

-J.v- ■

. • -W-»

IVhitelaw,-however, found nat.lFrng to supperf AdaiiS t-fiypothesis 

■ in ,his study: on. the Nairobi households ' (61) .

Although Adams ' assumption' of mental rtap sounds, reaspnable'
■ ' ■ ■ - • ...

assumes that CBD is the

his

■ ■ appipaph.'^ms to.;haye,.a drawb^ic since'he

'■ 'V

S... :

'
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Eigiire D.1.2:- Intraurban Move./...

b
J Hn

-■>

m a. i'c
I/'-"V i:

Cr; ^:-P H
c'

t..*
■5

H = Location of Present House 
H'= Location of Previous House 
J = Location of Job 
0 = Center of Central Business District

SV.-
.t

center of daily activity for-every household.

• Minneapolis,'however,- must have more-than one business district.-

Suppose Mr. K res ides-at point H' and.has a job at the second'

business district like point J, instead of CBD, point 0. ;jhen’bb
• . " ... . • -

jmay have a mental map of'A0DJB-.abown in figure D'. I. 3. But the .image 
- ' • ' '' ' 
i - of AJB should be stronger than.ithat of^AOB since_he-goes more often

to his job location than to the downtown. -

Giyenjhat the.revised,mental map and the hypothesis of bimodal

clustering are correct, then the relevant attributes are' d-iStance c

and angle ra instead of distance c' and angle m' inPigure 0.1.2. It

is not-surprising that'Adams' assertion was supported by weak

A large city like

•'f

...

■ ■
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Revised Mental Map

«

...^

.3>

i

■«

>

•t,.-

erapirictil evidence in his report and no support at all from IVhitefaw 

who analyzed angle m'. My investigatiori" on 206'samples which made 

intraurban migration, however, does'not suppor;t Adams' bimoSal 

clustering in terms of angle m either. ^ The frequency- of the samples. 

„ is almost .-evenly distributed .aH-over-10 degree intervals except the 

■ intery.ai ffom'170».degrees to.180 degrees’’ as’presented.in Table D.1.1.
4

1
To calculate the angel, m, of the move inr-d^grees, we first 

compute the cosine of._m in radraffs by the following formula:
■ - \ .-

•■■3

... , . 2 2
-b^ ■a- + c

. cos m =
- 2ac

_ ....
and find,, m by taking the arccosine of/cosine m, then multiplies the 
result by ISO/ir to transform the angle, to 'degre,e.

.

*■

■ .2;
i.

A
£>
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Table D. lil: Frequency Distribution and .Proportion of Angle 

Angle Freq. Percent J^gle. P?eq,

4.4 '"bl-lQ

m

Percent___Angle Freq. Percelrt*

0-10 9 - 9 , 4.4 121-130 10 • 4.9

11-20 20 9.7 71-80 11 5.3 131-140 10 4.9

21-30: 14 - 6.7 §1-90 .9 . ■ 4.“4 141-150 7 " 314 •

31-40 11 . 5.3 81-90 12

101-110 13

51-60 16 “i-t'7:J “ 111-12011
i ’ •

0-60 " 78 37.9 61-120 65

5.8 151-160 ■ 12 5;8

41-50 8- 3.9 6.3 161-170 24 • 11.6

5.3,171-180 0 .0-0 

31.6 121-180 9. ^-30.6 .

Now the question.is whether or not the angle m or m' is a_ 

relevant variable to investigate for verifying the validity of mental , 

.^,jnap hypothesis.- In figure D. 1,3, Mr. K could move tfny angle from O-- 

■ degrees to,.360'degrees without violating Adams' hypothesi

Vk

c-^

ClearlyIS .

. ’the r«levdht.-angj.e is not the anglb m but n in Figui;e D.TtC The

fo^llowing tab^■presents the distribution of angle n. '. - •j

-•i;-• <>• *:
y

Table D.1.2: Frequency Distribution and Proportion of Angle n.‘Vi--*-.

Percent Angle Freq. Pejcent Angle Freq.— • Angle ; Freq, Percent '
. 3

84 •; - 40i-8 ." 61-7d’0-10 , 1,5- l'21-J.30

■ O-n 131-140

■ 3 •2 1.0

11-20 ‘32. 15.5 71-80 0 2 ^ 1.0"
id 3.^2- 81-90- 1

:31-40 22-10,7 91-100 ' 1

0.5 141-150 2 . 1.0

0.5 €51--160 5 .2.4

41-50 .11 5.3 101-110 1 ’0,5 161-170- 12 - 5.8

51-60 ..5 .2,4 111-120 4' 1.9 171-180^- 0 0 .

0.-60 ,173 83.9 61-120 10 ,4.9 121-180 23 11.2
•C&;

• »
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r
More tH'ii 40 percent of the inj-raurban.migration occured within" . 

a id^degree spap^ =and almost 84^ percent of the sample'falls iii^.60 .

degrees. This .skewed distribution appears to suggest that people do 

have a_perceptual image of the urban area constructed along their 

joumey-to-Work line and th? migrants'• behavior of searching new - 

housing is constrained within their mental

«

. --

maps.

4-

MigrationD.2
i'. -

One's decision-of how far ,to move may depend on "the suppi^" 

situation._of -hbusing in a particular-geographic area, presumably -

5jnce the situation-of housing' supply in 

to I will sifilply assume tha;^ housing for' 

; ■reht'-is ;eyenly;ayai-lable all over ihe city.

. primary re'ason for intrauij)an migration is

• %

within his mental map.

^ ■

as' discussed in •y

C.'ir ffie change in^bfre'«s.budget. But the change in' income-’is'
r

/-pTobably^^ual rather than drastic.; Then the new hpusing^^one is 

, looking for fT-more or less at a similar priceilevel^ to'that _bf 

pr e s erit ,ii;ous in'g.

-~P>-

-V -"iw - 1
Siace the price of housing depends upon'the dist^ce

.. from CBD as previousl^r/discussed, L-.can'now. siiggesfe-a' hypothesis that ..

, ^)>e;distance of move depends' on where he ldvrs, i.e. ,, how far he liv'es

fronLGBD. According to this hypbthesi|, household A's (or B's)
■■‘ \r'‘ ■

■ probable new residential location is ih: the shaded 'ar^where

! .-A

■ t-.-

:•

theV

J

price 'Of housing is in the neighborhood of the present housing-price
• G-

,*:■

The income'.elasticity of housing is reported to be around 1. 
See F. de' Leeuw C5) ••

■ ' >
. j.'
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-in. the following figure, given- that they have the same mentaL map'.
I

.fes-

* . =Figure D.2.1T P-robable Area of MovV - ,

V •

»
-i'.-L- •

_ Besides the distance-frcra CBD (DGH), there W be som^lher ' 

factors that'affect the distance to

...
I-" ^

move. Rent is one of them. Since 

high rent'housing is relatively more scarce than low rent housing, the 

..distance of move of high rent payerf will-probably^^be further than'

-- A

- ■

-A- t--- -that o%.lo^rent payers.

; «^^Ci^lly the Ch^ge in 0JH tAWHirseems to be an approbate 

variable when one chafnges his job location because

The regression equation ^o^ the distanceifof, migration .- -obtained'' 

by thejnethpd of o^^ary least squares"5n 219 observati^s, 

those who, changed reti'dential location in 1970, i-rp
: .l.’Table 0.2.'i.' .

j

... '-V

it' will directly
:*

-le-

■ '‘i.',
i.e..

*v
presented in

*■5.V
.V-. ■me .parameter of RENt is ligni^eicant only 

' "--,:level biit bthefilare significant 

, .the modeTis reasonably good;' -R^ = 0.^1 and all thb signs are as 

. expected.- Thus' the model

=>•- at the 10 jnercent 

at“the 1 percent level. The fit of
T'-v

•■7.

supports the preyrbusly discussed argument.

. »
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Table D,2,l: Determinants o£Intraurban Migration Distance-
is”

* -CoefJici'ent- t~.ratio^_.

0.0191RENT 1,892V

DGH ■ 0,8517 11.89r -

"adjh . ’_p,0582 2.618■^=S5>' .}

-4,580Intercept -5,776

, Degrees of freedom " ■ 215

2 ■.413-8'B
•'T

•S ■

■rhe parameter of DCH is the main concern of this subsection.

'.The parameter CO. 81) is striking in both its statistical. si.gnificance
- ■■ ■.••••.» ■ ' ,

■ ' and its -relative weight in the equation,

=of DCH is most significant in.-affecting the distance of MOVE af-ter “ 

accounting :for the difference in..RENT,
*=‘J . ■ --------------------—<;•

-I. summarize'the "results of this'study: and. suggest a'reass-for' 

_|urthej resenrth In the next section.

-•-v
It--suggests that the effect

C‘

-’■'r-'T'

•;r.

"A:"'- .-7
■ -'i. ■ ■

.3

■ t.'..

T-

■>

-I ■ ■ ■ .
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E. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION^'
■\

The^^evious sections .disi:ussed three major asp'ects of intraurban ■ '

; ..■ migration behavior — who, why, and where -- in the cit^ of ^

. ,

. ‘iSSS>

- .1

in section Kshow'that they appear 
y to be. relatively younger ^_poorer„.thus .pay lower rent but h^e ^

higher income:r.rent ratio than
... '.v—

•non-movers^ They .have fewer'children ' 

_and...live -cldser to dowhtoim bpt further from.-their jdb-ipcations.- 

; Abcmt-50 percent of the'bousehold^.heada'^io ch^ged, job locations

■>

'•r-,

also.. K

-> changed th|irResidential locations; while only 21 percent of the' 

hoxilSholdjheads who .are oldest son’s
,..v. ...

to their parents' did-SO; wy

to- investigate the .deterainants- A?’;theoretica:QmodBT was.develdped'^ 

,Q#:sintraurb,an liugration in section-'c.C. Although the model; which

.assumes that intraurban migration is "a function ^of the .change in' ' ’v.-

iticpme, price of housing and, transportation,cost,

of'.consumer theory, it-i^early.shows^why'people mo^e;,^-.
•' ■■■ ■ -"■..' . - ^ .. .

-Jto-de-veaopiiiR-therbrapirlcal model , I have'-emplpyed proxy ^variables 

for- the -change-in-income.

?-*
is a simple extension '

.-yX:; -- • -V-^

price .of housj^ng and transportay,on,j:ost 
and,li^lemented: thd;mociel.with the WiaBles thatfapjfear to be relevant

■ analj^sis; of section b: :>lhat i^,-'-the empirical model

... ^ that the prpb^ility .of intraurban migraU a function of income.

assumes

rent,, number of children with household head, age of'hbusehoW head.
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distance from job location to residential location, distance from CBD ■

to residential location, distance from .school to residential locating

^'multiplied, by thVnumbe'r of'Children in school and the.hous^old

head'relation to his own parents. ' The probability function of the

-model is- estimated by ordinary least squares regressioiPand weighted

least squares regression" under the specification of linear-relation-

. , ship between^Idle probability, which takes the value of 'either one or

zero; and expiapatoiy variables...

r'^evresults of both regressions showed- poor fits.

apparertt multicollinearity problem between income and rent, arid ”■

' insignificant t ratio of income, AVY was dropped from the model-;-' This

improved the fit of the-model in spite of using one less variable.

.-In succeeding regressions, thre.e va.riables of the sanTe nature:
‘ - ...

.. change CJM), absolute value-of change in distance from, job location...

A

Due to. the

j.ob ■

V ■ ^ ■ -V'?'
to res.identiaT location (ADJH) and signed change in distance-from

job location t.p»residentiaT'location (ADJH*,) were added to the "..
- ■ - . . - -■ . ■ - ! . . , - . ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ * -_ _ _

previous equation (equation 2). Addition of JOB or ADJH resulted in tr:-'

■'S:,

■ .... ■ .f. significant change of the fit^inii the addition of ADJH* caused a jnuch

improved fit with all significant t ratios nf the^ independent. variables 

in WLS.

!'-• ..

I also .employed discriminant analysis" using-the same independent 

variable's as were used in regression aftalysis (equation 5). -'Each 

variable shows a significant F value at the 5 percent level-, i.e., all 

the variables are significant classification variables. The U 

statistic and- Q statisitc also confirm that the discriminant; model
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classifies the data set better than coyld be expected by chance.

• Performance:tests, i.e., the clas^’fication test and the 

prediciton test were’ca^ried out for'the three techniques einEioye*d. 

OLS, WLS and discriminant analysis. Each technique performed well ' 

compared .topother studies of binary choice. .The best performance was 

shown by WLS which cprrectly classified 79.7.percent and predicted 

" 82.0 percent. , ■

t"

I; prefer WLS to OLS bh^theoretical grounds, and prefer WLS to

discriminant analysis on’grounds of .better classification and

prediction,..; . . '

The relatively low explanatory power of the model (equation 5-, 

= 0..42) may be due to some combination of measurement error,

■ variables or. poor specification of the relationships. But

this fit is much’ better than that, of-previous studies of similar 

nature. "A^so-a-high R

as'Theil argued in jiis/^textile example that "Whep we consider

r2- I

■ Vi?
mqy not be expefcted-in a cr.oss-sectiofi-stydy.

■ ■ ■ If*- "j-

cross-
•'o-

-seGt-a-on-dat-ar-and^run--a-rregres5Xon-for“t^'xtiTe'e5^^dI^ur^by ’

we should exp^e^ an which “is ;much smaller.Individual households,
•4>^- ir:

say .5 or even less.'.' (56, p. 181).

I have demonstrated that the probability of intraurban migration 

is not something unmeasurable;.. It is fo’und that economic variabfes

■ appear to-be, impoftant-factors" in intraurban migration. My analysis

■ supports IVhitelaw's denial of Simmons' claim that "all studies 

reject , job location as an important reason for moving." ,(52,60). I
. - • ‘ ■ - ' ■ .V ' " ' . ■ ♦

^also question the report by Steines and.Fisher that employment has

V

• '.'Ct
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. ■ ^

little effect on residential location j^53) . On'the other hand, my 

* ' findings generally foilow the. implication of recent theoretical, and

empirical analysis of Muth^s*residential location in urban
■■..it*

V
areas.

One difference is that people seem to adjust their housing when

disposable income increases,but are reluctant when their income ■
‘■ws?-

■' ^ ~ - .. .. ..■>

-decreases as suggested in equation 5 of the regression, model.

Directional'and distance biases in intraurban migration 

examined^ in secti6n-''b. .J?or directional bias, j^^am

hypothesis is criticized and revised., The empirical findings-indi'cafe ■ 

that his basic hypothesis appears to be valid, although his approach 

is hot-quite convincing. Under the assumptions*-developed* in s,ection'.C,

^ a model of moving distance is formulatedr- The-model suggests that

were.

l'™
's "mental map" .

the- moving distance depends on the distance from the CBD. Combining
■-

,, the directioifal and distance biases,'Simmons'claim1- that: "The/r

,^est fact*d'r(s} to predfcf Jzhe-.locatibn'of a new residence is Care).,

' theg'^ocatibn bf, the former house (and his job location')" f52'l may'■v‘

• --have some truth in it if the words .in parentheses,,are added.

'1, "The most significant' findings of this study ar.e that the 'dhange 

■ in jouriiey-to-work distan'Ce is the key^determinarit of the .probability

- ‘of intraurban migration while the distance from CBD to residential

is the key determin^t of "the dj.s.tance of intraurban migration. 

■■ Including these two findings, I cons.ider the verification of the

, vl?.-

5i

•>
^This claim was rejected by Whitelaw C60, p. 22).
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detenninants in the two mo'dels, the probability model and the.distance 

major contribution^f t^is "study. Perhaps I can now 

safely say that the decision of intraurban migration subst^ntially 

^ depends on the change in economic- factors, but that where to move 

-^depends ,on the taste: of the household.

The research undertaken in this study'has been based oh the " ■ 

theoretical and'empirical work of previous investigations of 

intraurban migration. The-emphasis of the study was placed particu

larly on economic factors, and reasonably good resultsr were obtaiijed 

in empirical analysis. It is- clear, however, that only a portion-of ■ 

the complex problem has been explained .in this_ study. 'In further" 

research, the following suggestions arejafferedf

• model,, as the

\

.--.t

' First, other relevant factors besides economic factors such as 

social clmr^teristics, perception of the urban people, and physical -- 

characteristics of \he..,urban- area should be included both in 

■ and-empirical .analysis".. Second, more accurate .data are* .

'needed rather than proxy variables, it is my feeling that I could
’ . ' .... .'-.-S'. . .. ' . '

.... have obtained better explanatory results in the probability model" -

had I possessed data on..the. change in income. It would,be also
■ ... -i-J'- ■■ . . ■

... valuable if one could follow the movement of individual families 

^ with^ an Urbari^area over fime'. Thi’^d, probit analysis or logit 

analysis, is recommended in the estimation of the ^obability model 

since both of them are. theoretically sound for binary- choice 

' ■ problems,' . " .

t>T: ->•

• -’r-

-.1

- '■'V

y. • <*• .
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II. SCHOOLING, EARNINGS, AND EXPERIENCE

A. , INTRODUCTION
IC,

Education produces dual benefits. One can expect to receive

extra earnings in later life and intellectual satisfaction as a' 

result of having gone to school. • The first benefit^makes education 

an investment good, while the secoind makes it- a consumption good'.’

That education is an investment good has been central to fhe..- 

extensive literature on human' capital'or ecpnomifis of education in 

the:>past 15 years. ■' Education has been found to be an important 

- ^ factor for the Ibrig run economic growth of tke economy, (12, 66).

f

xx-i"-*-

’.-XT

■

Further,'it has-been found to affect the structure of wages’and-■> •

thereby the struefeure’of relative earnings (6S).

•. rational public'policy'toward investment in educational and manpower

■planning, it is argued that the ra-te^of-return approach can be crucial
'"1.' ..
because it fests' the wortlf of education in the market system (5, 45).

In developing a
-.>•

.
- -

The m.ajOr portion of ‘’the research on the economics of human resources
■■•■.' .. ■ ■ -I'.-t''

is found to;.follow this line’of reasoning (2';8,10,20^,21,26).

Like the studies mentioned above,-this study is concemed'with
■ , ( y-

schooiing as an.investment in Nairobi, Kenya. For a country which was 

lifted 64th among 75 countries ranked according to development of

v'.t-

..•V

• -r» ''

0 •-

f .
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1 the importance of. effective educational planning ishuman resource,

^ obvious*. An appropriate evaluation of the rate of return to education
< >

is a prerequisite to such an'effective planning.

The rates of return to education suggested by earlier studies 

•vary so widely that one is tenjpted to question the theory 

application, or both. -Estimates of the return to secondary schools 

range from ll.i^p'ercent (JapanJ to 36.5 percent (Mexico) and widely 

varying figures^also ar&,;reported in the United States."^

_ Although there is no reason, to believe that estimates in-different ■ ■ 

areas should be similar, the substantial disparity.in these estimates 

can -be, attribute“d to the different specification, of biased

functions. A^number of well known studies have been carried
.* ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .

under the asspnption that .eamingr are a function of years of schooling, 

age, aji%^.qme“socio-economic characteristics.

mental- abi-dity differences ^in>n earnings function" has been, considered 

■ in.^;e:Veral ^investigations (19,54).

, or its

.'H - - /

■£.V- earnings.

out

•r*

Lately the role ■of r
y-:

It has been argued that a measure "

j. , .-Pf, the contribution of education to income that i^ores the mental

' - ^^billty variable will be-biased upward’ if education and ability are 

positively related-. • This-argument seeing theoretically ..sound although 

.• some empirical results using an intelligence quotient or some other 

kind of test ..score, as a measure, of. mental.,.ability suggest no

■-t

t-*

r. :•,>
'Si

wrJ*-

: 1
F.H. Harbison and C.A. Myers, Education, Manpower and Economic 

• ' Growth, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964, p. 33'. ^

^See Appendix III.

1 ■ r
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significant bias'' (19) .
— ' -i- -:;-v .............................................

. If the major determinants of.income are'indeed the years of
* ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■ ■ *A

•• schooling and IQ,-why. does a brilliant recent'college graduate not 

draw a salary aa high as an old. executive? The answer is not that 

^,'.he is simpl/young, but that he has a lack of. experience and seniority, 

, e-veii in a case where .demand’'fbr college graduates fs higL-=(,l,

It is surprising that this obvious relationship between income 

arid-^erience^^^not’considereci in'the analysis bf eafnings function

until . j; Mincer suggested itt only recently (39) 

suggestion, there has 'been little systematic attempt to anaiyld the 

impact of e^erience in-the estimates o? the rate of return tb'^i^

. :;educatibn,.or earnings. function . ; The>p:le of eitperience i.s "often '

eiignored or consi'dered.mihbr"in-earTier literature. “If experience ' -
' ' ' ■ • y- ■ . ’ ■

Even after liig* -
.-•yA-,*

y-.-

-a
Vrr'

..r
, is one of>the‘'raajor determinants"of inccrfne, omitting such'a variable '

7' .
' ■wbuld;-;result- In substanti^iy biased estimates The failure.io ^ ■

...... :
-'y-

recognize the-iripbrtance of'work experiehce..:.to- earnings may be a 

. basic shortcoming, of "other similartstudies.. Ona purpose qfr'thi's!"
rTr,' '• . --- ■ - ’’ .’ - ■ -s

■nz-'-

i'r

life- C'-S?'
is .tp-implement,the'~existinggraodels of eafnings fuhctionl.by. 

emphasizirig the role of'experience ,. The other .purpose is to provide

■ • “'.i:

y x "'. ■
. new .evidence regardihg .the rate o return to education in Nairobi and

~' -r . ,. , - ' ■ ■ "■I?*-'. .

a set ,bf;-ebtimates which Examines' the’income differentials, if 

among.different ethnic groups,^ 1- -fc?* '

.5A' any.
.r:;'

«
V •/

1
populatipri of Kenya is composed of forty-thl-ee different

•ttibes amchig which four tribes: are dominant. 1
'X

.7";“
-V

■ T,

;■
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. , - The organization for the rest, tif this paper is as .follows 

Section B discusses the theoretical framework and'variables'to be

Section. C presents .ihe empirical"results'obtained--=by ordinary, 

least squares (OLS) with various specifications, 

section Dy the findings and the contribution of this-.^paper 

summarized

J

«
.used.

Finally, in

are
V

v- ;

V.-'

vr?V.*:-

■rif,

■•'r, •; ;t• -v-i?'-
-ysf«-

I’.-

■ mV-'>>...
•• <3-

r*'

„
V. -3>

.•n
3'

\- •-.vr

■ i* ,*
.....

. •.

*■

4

f . •
f.
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. ■

B. THE, MODEL

It is assumed that an ^individuar* s earnings CY) ^are a function 

only of his ability (A) to perform the as'signed task well.

, , „ . Y = fCA).

But the ability ito perform tbe.-task well depends on 4) educational

training (fe), ii) experience (EXP), and iii) intelligence (I.Other 

sociological .factors and institutional factors further influence the 

income determination. Thus

•Thus

■■ ■\

A = g CE,^XP,I) - 

y-= f^gCE,EXP,I) + e 

■ where., e^/ocbunts for the effects of sociological, and other institutional’-^'' • 

influences and a^jumer ECe) =0.

Onvthe basis of the above, the general form of the earnings function

, to be estimated initially is then: -

Y = .a + gE r-'flxP + 6I + z

s. stands for-a relevant institutional variable. - 
1 ■ ...... -■ • ■-

- I will examine'briefly the nature of tw.Q,;,key independent variables, '

education and.experience, along=,with other variables to be used. .

•.r.>

; 'iX

•f'J '■

ZT.-

.-5^-

+ e.
where..... ...

• * «

r., ■

13?-

Education. Education may be di'vlded into formal education and 

informal education. The.former refers to the mental, moral, oif perhaps 

physical de.yelopment obtained through a school and the latter refers
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• to the development obtained outside^of school (parental guidance for 

■ ^example). In an^aming^ function, formal edueation^^wh^ is bes^ 

, represented by years- of "Schooling (Sh plays two diffe^Snt roles. '

4'

One is, socially accepted credential, of formal education'and the'other 

is its .contribution--to productivity. S • is -usually Tased as the'best

- _ . index for the quality of’human capital in a j ob, market. J ^
A number'of

jobs require'd certain level of S regardless of whether one is-capable 

of doing the job; or jidif. Tlie-lack of educational Credentials is d ■ 

barrier to entry to well paying jobs 

be one of th,e most important factors de'termining 

-Pyomotion/ then/ mainiy depends upon

For wage 'darner's, S. appears to 

one's starting wage.!

one' s .productivity afterwards.
>

Experience,. 'Work experience increases an individual's eaming--

and'through the acquisition otf ,.,5^

.. joii rpiated information. Experiente„also provides seniofity'^which has 

positive eff^c&on earnljjgs if one stays at .the same'job. These are' 

some of tlje?-direct -influences of tlie experience embodied in' human ■'

.

a

■

' i-^r-

capital on,earnings, ’

There may be .certain attributes q.f "eSucatron that

V.v-.,

•*S--

are not
■ Sv ■ ■

Just as a diamond should- realised without^several years of experience,
■■ “ ■ . . .. ^ ■ ■ '^'•■^7.

be polished to . show; its -Ueauty^, the* knowledge obtained-- in schooling. 

should ^e also polished to show its.5.yalue and be .utilize'd' i-ri* the world 

outside of school Experience does the job of polishing or adjustment.

on earnings.
' ' '■ * < . ■ 

a scr.pening de.vice G55), experience, also is

used as a screening device.. In a job market where a. certain leyel of

V'r-

There appears to be another influence of expeflence 

• As schooling is used as

. ■*

t.
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..schooling is ^ required, one frequently finds that a certain length of
' - , ........ . . ■- . ■ feS’ ■'

... ■ experience.IS,specified in the^announc.ement of job openings,. A num^

, of .public agencies in tjj&.United States substitute years*of experience 

for years of schooling qn a orre-to-onq basis in selecting candidates 

• for vacant positions.

' Age often i^ employed « an independent variable dn an^'eafiiing 

function estipte. Although it may be a reasohable''proxy for ,. ' 

experience, agc^^tself'does hot. have, anything^io ho.wjth eaiuingsV 1 

Employers-do not pay higher wages to older workers, th.an to yougger 

workers when other attributes are equal.-Johnson’s assertionr

.4- - At-

■*

V

V‘ •

’^'Whatever the precise mechanism of causation, both age and edubation

- -Vshould be .included as determinants of^ah-individual's potential
..1 :•

«>
^“e.aiTiings,

andiysiS o"f.,a sample, if-'ail .independent . - .

is too strong a statement, or misleading.

■- .- • f—;' . - . ■ -s

variables are cohSta^ other thaii . the" experience varirablel''"ithS years
% .

But-Whai® •.

.... 'vj:-

•LX ■ ■

o| .expe^iencerjhould be positively correlated With eaniiggs
.-•j-

- if the sariple is .drawn randomly from among individuals'with'different 

■ ..schooling, backgrounds? That is7’-=should

■sSi.
■ ■' 'ii ■'/. hi-

-‘■'r

one year of experience^^as .a, - '

j anitor Clow schooling), be treated-the"'’sanie. as^ thrat *o£ a lawyer Chigh

.. «.i-

> \-7 .

.schooling)., in" earnings?. The experience vafi^le needs to be adjusted

to ShOw-it's quaUty; and its- contribution^to earnings.
■

.fr'i

'K*'

.■

^See Johnson (27j, p. 9.
;r

*

•m

•...u
1
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Variables To Be-Used
• 4 ^• 2_

‘One major:'obje^tion t(ythe;.:4JSual estimatejs of the-contribution o# 

schooling to'earnings is'tTiat the true effect of schooling is likely, 

to be overestimated because of its intercorfelat,ion with the releva:nt

but unincluded variabies. ^though my sample'-'does not contain afl the 

variables that I would like to have, it does provide most of the basic 

^variables, jieejded- in- this type of study. The following table compares

ny sample with thaft'of,,other similar studies.
... V .' • .L-' '

a V

■*

i. Table 1
'5

• VariablesUsed in Some Studies- .•r
-r,

■■'V

-I.'-

ccfs. ' -■■ -'.r*

Variables. Used.
S'

Gross Wage ■ Exper- .,-Other -IQ dr Family Other '
Income Rate iende. -Train- Test., Bk-gra^.Socio- 

• ing ” ■ Score : . ' econ.

•’r-

Author ¥ear
■.rli ■■ .t ■

5?

\ifti*- ^71--..
/ 'i4.‘ /.fj^r-

■X* / . rt-i.JlriTliches i V72 /. .iS»/; v'

/ 'i V. 73 ■Johnson
tl.

73 •Mincer: ..iV •
'r '■ ; SV.l v• - ■;

/iWelch ■ 73 ■t.rC7
■< ■7

- ■Study
76,

/ V . /,. v; / / ./
^v*doauthored« ' ■7

T*

Among, th^^ of other researchers, .that of Grilliches .and

- Mason CIS) is comparable with, or perhaps better, than, mine in terras

\ '' - ;7- .: , »
■ '■ >

'i-;' y ":,.. •
. 'v'' V

;'>"y
■ir.

V?,:. .

X'
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of the richness of the relevant yariableSj Since the contribution of

ability, represented by Armed Force Qualification Test results,
’■S' ■ • ’

^ found to tie minute in Jheir study, j; do not feel that missing such 

variable will affect ray fesults significantly. My sample hSf at 

least two advantages over others. First, it has both concepts of 

income, gross income and hourly wage rate, so that the results can Be 

compared with each-other’. Second, the information on 'experience in 

my sample may be-more accurate than that of other studies. While • 

experience is obtained usualiy by subtracting years of schooling and 

preschooling, age from age in other data, it is obtained here by.’ 

subtracting the year the respondent claimed to get his, first job in 

Nairobi from the'year my data were gathered (1970). The experience" 

of migrants in-rural areas is .not included for obvious reasons.^

was^

a

.■'A

All .the independent variables are, "strictly speaking, proxy variables 

; that partiajjjt-reflect the true variables. The majer characteristics 

of my-sample and: the j/aisi'ables- are summarized'ih table 2. The_

• definition .rand'.measurement of most of the variSbles’ are'standard.

r.tjfTT-

■■.■■in'

Vi_>
Dependent Variables. Two variables are employed.as dependent ■

<1

i-

variables respectively. They are income CQY)’''and hourly wage, rate (HIV).

/'Income is actual gross, earnings'in Shillings in’December' 1970. Hourly 

wage rate is coi^utej by-dividing the income'-by the hours workecT during 

• the month. _The data also provide gross.Jarnings in 1970 but the'-hours

- .i.

•'ii

•m
4-

s~'.
^Ten years experience of farming, for example, is not appreciated 

: by the employer of a shoe factory. ' ‘

P
\ i*
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worked in that year are not reported.^ l' .experimented with-both. 

specifications of earnings, getting somewhat better results for the 

December income.- -This p^er^reports only those-estimates- fo-r^ the 

December income and the hourly wage rate, 

these two-variables are* used.

Both ordinary and log of

Independent ■ Variables. ’ Eleven independent variables are included
/

. in this study.- -Tliey are years of schooling (YS) j years of experience

government aided'school(EXP) ; other training (OT)~;"schoQl-type (GS; 

or not); schooling-experience interaction (INT); fathexis schooling 

CDS); low-income'area (LA); ethnic group&^_CKI'K, .K^, LUH.-LUO).—

' . YS is an'obvious proxy for formal .education and GS is inoludeti
..-.I

to show the difference, if any, in scl^ool quality.- INT, years of 

experience multiplied by years of schooling, attempts to measure One's" 

prodyctiyity-based on experience. DS is intended to account for

informal^education jssjjming-that a moxe educated father’provides a'
• ." # ......

b&tt.er informal education than a less educated father does.. The 

variables of GT, and the vector of ethnic groups represent an 

; - individual's' socioeconomic-background. .

“ ■ YS, OT, DS

•y

•»
meagpred in /ears while LA, GS; and ethnic

• groups are dummy variables. INT is considered,an index number.
■ ■■ ■ --- " ■ ■ ■ ' ■

The simple.correlation coeffipients between the major variables

of my sample are listed in table 3. There are several correlations to

be observed. First, schooling- is highly correlated with the earnings

. ’-variables.

are

m. .A.

The correlation of log earnings is slightly higher than 

that of ordinary earnings. In fact all the, independent variables

.
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other than age and experience.have higher correlations with log eariilngs 

than,with.ordinary earnings, 

with age and the interaction variable,-

experience and age suggests that age may be a reasonable proxy .for 

e^erience, and also that they should not be used together an 

earnings equation beoause of'multicollinearity. The correlations of ' 

experience with other variables, however, are all negative, 

negative correlation between;;experience and years- of schooling Is

more schooTiiig is bound to.

get less work experience than one with less"schooling.

Second, experience is positively correlated . 

The high correlationjietween
«

r

-

The

expected since'..at any given age- one with

.... ..
-S:

-
...V ■

■#

o

y-.:

5

■"'Sli.
r '■ "v:r.y-. :

1

€ -■i
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1^7'

•«
•> Table 2

Mean; and'StMdard' Deviations of Major Characteristifis >
5

Variable - Mean or Percent 
in Sample.

SD Symbol

Years of" Schooling... 7,68 3..84 YS-
S’ •

, Other Training 4.08 4.71 ' OT

Age - 29.78 %7.56 AGE

Work Experien&e 

Father's Schooling

6.73 ■6.88 EXP. -i
■SJ.?

1737 DS2.45 .

■uSe?c,^ 95% MALE
--.ti'TT

School Type
•=1-,

' Low Income Area 
Pumani 

,.,Mathare

78% GS•r*.

»' w •

■

* ’■3% 
13%

PUM. «■<>>-

MAT
»■

' .^Ethnic Group 
.^.Kikuyu

”7. .  Kamba .7
Luhiya 
Luo

Other tribes

•r--

39% KIK
.•'77 ■

>• 21%
7 18%r~

KAM3

K LUH

..A-15% LUO■ * m "

-•iiv .

7%-. OTHv:r-.v
.--.1■' sr---.

■Hourly Wage" Rate 

December Income

■ •- 2.82 2.35 HW
¥

518 411 DY

Log of HW - 

• Log of DY.

0.72 0.81 LHW

5,97 0.76 LD,Y
1,

•?

i
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■'d

5-K- 'i.f- ■i
I i;!s' *■ \ i •. »;•

ii • * i M f ■ 51'. <;
:5 S'

:'j f , '?f
',■ • s• 

I, '
■S

'} ■ t•j>•\
’labile 5'’

Correlations,Between Selected Variables*
; 4 >/'i ■ ■ ■ ■ ^

; Cl) , C2)i:.. . C3)t
*1,000. 0,358

. ;I it.X i .. rx
i y-■t.. ■'t■ I* I? ; !

i;

; f Ji .t.' ■ VaHabJes Variables
(Iff(4) i

O.fSl; -0,460

1.000 -0..154 -0.14'8 0.130 O.lSff 0.293 , 0.306 0.3S2 i 0.354
■ . ■ . ...

0U35 o^slo -.Oi^Eg , o!l21,(50V ' ^ • f
o.ssb* (1); Years of Schooling i■!

S' \.i t:4V,, t20 ’other training
• \ i t

.-o-if
-0.224.ii -0.050

-6.073.-0.058 -0i069 '--0.069

0.042 -0.021 W0.:b25
l; ’ • .

1,000 -^0,085;' 0.299 'I O'.310 0.336 0.336

1.000. 0.220 0.236 ■ 0.240 0.260
. ;; ’ i 4

1,000 0.967 0.876 '^'o.850

-•Sr 1.000 . 0.665 '0.392

-— t , ■l,q00' 0.660

(3) : Age

(4) . Work Experience J

(5) Interaction '■'

(6) ' Fathei*'s S^chotiling '

S
. !*.

t--- ..i
:s r.t

■ ,1 H 1V
•J

■t'-1.” ^ .
1 ‘i:l -J. 'i

■■■ I ' } i :
t

C7), Hourly Wage!; Rate'

(8) December Income

(9) '.Log of HW .
' •. V

(10) Log o£ or"

; -i-V ■ I

u
it 1.000 0.848 ;0.875t

i'•J.

l.QQO 0.958

—- i.ooo)
',5 .—

IXjt
f-s '

■i ■ i • 1(•
■ iS' iJ- ' I

&■i

ij 4 . n,■A !
) Si.. 5J'

y.
A ■t-v.- ••

■i • Vii'

i
■;* S ii ri ’

I5
\, I■:

If *-•
fi /.r' ;i

J . t •r• V
'.ilV .-.I
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C.

« .
C'. EMPIRICAL RESULTS ' ■

•.i?*

tudy emphasizes the role of experience'in an earnings 

function," it may be appropriate to present'the, relatrons'^etween earnings 

' and experience fifSt. - As already shown in'table 3;, Tearnings is- >- .

negatively correlated to experience in the data. To see the true 

relationship, th&^san^jle-i's divided into subgrpups ba^ed on the years 

of schooling and Simple regressions of experience on December income

performed for the subgroups that have reasonably large pbsefvatioiTs.

Also the variable frequently used as ejqjerience in other stud^s'^-^ . .
^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' ;■=!, . • '

(experience .= age - years of schooling j' prdschooUng ,age" see 19, 40) '

i^regressed. The resuUs are presented in table 4. The brackets. '

•„ .-shoW'€l^^ejults obtained by uSlng.fhe definition of experience in — . 

other studies

Since

.are

T.-r

f*'

; af
■ ^

'Table Simple Regressions of Experience on December Income*' . ■

Years of - '
■ Schooling

•>'•.V*

2V

Sample Size^ Coefficient :r‘ ■
Ct-raflb)-

*200 2:,47' [1.82], 0.06 [0.03]
civ08) , {o.rsw ■■ ■
28.94.. [18.55] 0.17 ■, [0.12]
(3:64) ^n{2.98) • ■ ; .

■ 29.21- [11.39] ■ 0.24 [0.05]
1(3.40) (1.1l)

63 '' _ .lDCr.5 .[5-8.95] 0.''34>^[0.22] '
(5.60) ■ (4519)-

. ‘Intercept terms are not reported in the.,table.
**The eight year primary school system was changed to the present seven 
year system in -1960. Primary school graduates under both systems are 
treated, equEdiy here.

, •• &%•
.7 8'8^* 64■ -a-:

10 38-5.r - '
12 ■ -

./

■*
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There are three results to be observed from this table. First,
;

the' sign of-the coefficients are all igositive as expected, 

only the fit of'the equation, improves but also fthe contribuMon of 

experience increases _as tlie“"years of schooling increase.

Second, not

I*

.ese results

suggest the existence .qf different, qualities of experience 

" interaction between schooling and experience.. Third, the experience ' 

.-defined in this study explains the variation of earnings better than 

that of the .other study .4oes.

or of an

V'-

Table 5 ^pres ente ^number of regress ion resuit.s.. relating the ■ 

earnings to selected variables;: For .equations 1 to ?, the; dependent 

variable is Decemiier 1969 earnings in Kenyan Shillings, 

relationship is given in equ.ations 8 .through 14r

.Althbugli log-linear equations provide better fits^than linear ,

The semi-log

■ C;» Jr-
“ equations do,;the latter is used for the explanation simply because 

Shill4hgs*gf?e a better feeling of the. impact of the independ.eiif 

' ,.yariabies=^on earning? ffraivlogarithm'6f Shillings does .
' I."*- ~ ■ ■^-1“

.tifffLbqki'ng at._the first three equa'tions, note that the squarelof;,,.^.)'
■ ■ '■ . y. '.'-I.'- '

years of schooling is a better, explanatory variable-than-^YS in this 

model. The bases for this judgment are the ;R?s and the .t-ratios and

,?

:-:x

*.»
o'v the assumption that the earnings-power-' of educatedpebpire -may.be

-quadratic, in aft-education-poor country. Note all'b, in equation-^; that"" 

the contribution-qf YS^ to the. fit'is,,onl.y;,0.002 compared with equation 3.
. -riV- _ f.-*' a ^ -i-

' ' - - f 3 as the basic estimate o:^ the schooling

i

'O

which does npf account for the effects of experience or interaction, 

other trainingi' and;'father's schooling.
-X-t-

By adding to equation’

'b ■

U
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Table 5 65

• Regression.,Equations with Decferaber Income as Dependeivt. Variabl'e*
' ' ts” ■ '

Equation' Coefficient (t ratio] of 
• EXP-

«
No, 2. 2YS YS l3Sf'INT OT R

55,59
.-.,(9,94)

1 -0,2705

,3i.

■ -17,71
(-0,86) (3.72)

2 5,38 0.3066
1

3 . 4,17
-■ (10,82).

- . (12(25)

0.3046
*.
'i ,

4 16.09-
:(4.87)

.0,3617- /
’V:, r-

5' 4.07 - 
(11.21)

2,96,,
(5.94)

0.3862

.. 6 . 3,81 .
(10.07) :

''■3.60
„(9,06)

,2.81 
' (5,66)

'2,91
(5.83)

10,28 ;- 
..(2.;34)

0.3987

9,89 14.19
(1.66)

0.4050
(2.25)

-f*:.
8 ;^:Xi^tiCll54 

LCii’.esr 0.3368r

-Vi."'

9 0.037.7? 0:0057 
(•l:-02) (2.18)

,9,3486i>•'Cr

.y.u

.V. .10 0,0082
(11,89),

4* 0.3460.

'.'11 , 0.0103' 0,0346
■(13.94)'

■.» . 4

A. 0.4277
(5;.94)

: " 12 0.0080
(12.52)

. 0,0059 
(6.75)-

0.4418«s> ■-i

■■K

"'13 0,0074
(11.17)

■ --0.0056 . 0,0251
(3C26)-

0.4634
(6.42)

f■:14 0,-0058 , 0.0243, O'.031 , 0.4720
(6,65) (3;17.)- (2,08)

0.0069 • 
(10,01)

-*Intereept terms are not reported.

4'
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|he-schooling coefficient Increases' about 18 percent. ^ This change 

indicates that other^tudies witlipiit an experience, variable might 

have underestimated' the'schooling coefficient.

. ^•*.

There is d^e problem "

in the interpretation o^.the experience coefficient however. -VEquation

■’"4 '.S'ays that one year of. experience Will increSie;one's^ income about 
...'. 1 . - 

r whether one happens to be, a lawyer ora j'anitori" This; is ' '

..unrealistic
■<

^ .
^.1. 't-

Since the qua4ities_ bPej^erience are different among people due 

to their individual job status which in turn dependb-mainly'upon-s--. 

education and experience, the experience ah'duld ,be weighted to provide 

plausible interpretation." the best candidate for the Weighting irmf. 

disposal, isj -of course, the years of schjjoiing. “The •weighted-i '

' ■ if called interaction-. CINT) here as suggested by
!r '• " ■ --j*-‘ •

■

•V c--

Mincer.; , j. "S;..

-INT'jieplaces EXP .ijn. equation 5.-s.:-<The .intro’aiiction’’of the'i^lT ^

7.;; dropof ti^nty percent in the schooling coefficfehtC"^

does not mean that- the contribution of education decreas%d
.■f ■■■ ■

4-.'

•The -/J' rc

■s>-
C-)

i
• . V A-- •" 1' . ' -■ . • y.., •

. , ,One,mini^.the.rati,qv,qf the schooling, coefficient .in subsequent
equations ,to the., correspohding'^-achooling coefficient -in equation 1 

: ,i:;7-^Ptovides; the'proportionate bias: in the schooling^coefficient due 
the'-ommissiOn of a-re.levant.~'factor. -

j*' Vcoefficient (afterl 
u . . coefficient Cbeforej

' ■ .'v., ■■ f ■

i I ■ ®°bh EXP and 1 NT were experimented in? a regression> The results 
- ye insignificant t-ratio of EXP C0.643 and virtually no change in .r2 

; .- . fromv equation 5. (0,S867) . . r ^

to -
\
liv. ■

•V".

rt-i

= . Proportionale.?^bias
r'

¥ .

' a-

>
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e'

coritribution is:..actually..bigger in equation 5 than in.equation 3, '
■ . ■ - ; • 

ex&ept .for-^pepple of Jio ejcperience, or one year of experience and
1- ' ■ ;

more than 14. yeap of schoSldng. .Notice also the role of'^xperience.--.

, ^«
•fc,-

= 2.96YS, the contribution of experience income, increases. ’.Since

•^^S education increases . .The change of the fit-is also'-noticeabie,. "'. ; - 

-■'■ The introduction of*INT increased by 0.0816 (relative’tc) equation 3). 

Accepting-that, equation 5, is the best so farj other relevant..

; variables are addedv.-to. ■^is'’eqUatibn-*one by one.-Other trainin*g is
-■'•■•■-C’Sr*. ■- - Os. -"' ■ , a ■ -1...- ;•. '

of-course an "important variable in earnings .function’-in.-its'own right. * .
- .■,"■- I- --.-y'

. ’ As expected,^ittcauses a drop' of 6 percent-in the schooling coefficient ■ 

but; its own effect is substantial. The-introduction of father“-s ~

.. ^

'.--.a

schooling-to--equation 6. shows how important one'S’ family backg:round~'~ .”'7 
^'*■.,...' ■7' ■■ . • -j- ' ' - ., . .. ■ '

Nairobi. Its effect is even bigger thahother training in this y
.-5:

equation^Ji^may suggest that.'TLn a- city or a couhtry wh'ere- schaoling -
., ■.. - . ,, _■ [ ■ 

opportunity is’rare^^faiily background.as relatively mbfe impjotfant ;
V ' ,'7. ■ ■”............ ^
;.-’thgngi-t iSi-iitdevelpped cPuntries.

•. -

•*' y**’:’ I-'- .o-'rr-.Sf?.
: r.i

-V'-?y ••
-. fr- -Return to Schooling v-rt-a

- trh•t ■'J'

, The hourly wage rat^^pf the rndividual is takeif as^the dependent•.*
■ ■

V...-
•w-. -

L
S' ■ 1-From_equatTon - 2-.and 5 ,"- ”,

4^:: 6DY.:

when EXP . =:; i, -Y& > 14v8.

6nY r=-"-8T34YS ■- 8.14YS +"2.96; EXP..:,6YS

to be 8.34YS >*8;14YS + 2-96

•i. .
\ '
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Table 6 •

Regression Equations with Hourly Wage Rate as Dependent Variable*
68

Equation ■ ^ Gdefficient (t ratio] of 
INT ■2 'No. 2. •YS 4^3 EXP OT DS R

}»»

.1 "0.330
.(10.48) .

-o.iso 0.035 
(•^1.32) (4.37)

0,2915

2 0.3390

3 0.025 "’ 
„ Cli:;S9)^.

0.030 
(13,11) .

0.3347* a
■»

0,094 ■ 
(5.10).

■ 4 -;.0.3941
■>

5 0.024 
- (12,00)

0,016 
(5., 80)

, 0.4034

6 0.023 -
(10,92)

0,J15
(5,55)

-0,047 
(1.93) -

0.4177
r'-.i

•--;v
■ 1 - 0.022 

(10,01)
0.015 0%046 0.054 0.'4205

(5.64) (1.87)- (1..-12),, ,•rr-‘■r’'

1
8 , '■a.0.1281

(12.35)
til' 0.3635

• ''y: • V.T, ....
-’•J

9 0.0185: 0.0080
(0.48)

• .,.0'.3839
(2.97)

. -^ri-M-...:io^ .. 0.0093
.(12.88)

'0.3834 -
.V ;

■ ■?

l-f 0.4721 .0.0116 0.0398
. (15.42) (6.68)

'■'t

12 •'T- -0.0091 
-(13.65) .

0.0063
C6)9S)

0.-0060
(6.65)

0.4783
■ -S/ •

0.0210
(2.61)-

13 0.0085
(12.37)

0.4915

14 0.0204 0.021
..(2.54)

0.0082
(11.32)

0.0062
(6,78)

0.4953
(1.40)

P

' r.

‘Intercept terms are not reported.
-s
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^ variable in eaimings functions in table 6> Conceptually hourly wage

* rate represents a personas stock of IRuman capital better than^come
2 '

Also the slightly.better R s in table 6 as opposed to the 
2

matching R s -in table 5 indicate that the variation of hourly wage 

rate can be explained more than T;hat of December, income by the 

independent variables employed in,this study.

e

does.
&T

Employing the logarithmic form of hourl)r wage rate in equations

7 to 14.provides-two advantages in the interpretation of the co-
f X

efficients. -First, the partial coefficient of schooling can be""

■ interpreted,as an estimate of the average rate of return to schooling.j 

Second, the proportionate change, in an individuaf s utility"with.

■5

respect to proportionate change in the real" wage rate equals the ,

elasticity of utility with respect to income as shown by Johnson.^
-- .. '• .... - ■ / ■

Equatipils‘ 7- to 14 permit the estimation.of different rateg.lpf?
' -u ■ ■ '**: *' •:i3' '

returns at different leyels ef'schooling. In equation 14, the• -r-
. "r.

•C-.-
-o-

margSnal rate i^ ;.•y

5(In HWj-?■‘a = 0.,ai6|lYS 0.0062''BXP.'6YS ■

When estimated at YS .5 10, ^.the, marginal rates are lO.d-percent with
.... ...

^no.experience, 19.5 percent at 5 years experience., and 22.6 percent

; at 10 years e:^erience.' Again,' the marginal rates , when estimated

at E XP =

^ A.

10, are 14.4 percent at,5 years schooling', 19.3 jJercenf at 

8 years of schooling, and 29.1 percent at 14 years of schooling.

*•

,^See Johnson (27), p. 14.
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This result, the increasing marginal rate of schooling, is opposite 

of what'was found in the United States. It suggests that the scarcity 

of educated people'in this city,’perhaps in Kenya too, gives,Jiighly 

educated people eiqjonential earnings power.

■ 1.
Hulticolline'arity. Equation 14 (table 6) is the best equation ' .

. ^ "
obtained yet in^derms of explanatory power (R^

of single equation least squares raodelj however, often violates one'

i

=0.495). This kind

I*1^-'

of the underlying, .assumptions of regression models:,the assumption 

that the ejqjlanatory variables are independent of one another. —If
■5

severe collinearity is present in equation 14, the'contribution of 

each independent variable to the log of hourly wage rate may nof be 

reliable.
■L ■ - \ _

T ■employ-.fhe.Jarrar and Glauber (15) technique for the diagnosis 

of the'pres^coj; severity, location', and pattern of interdep'endeiices 

among the explana;tory'-vafxables. The detailed results are presented 

, in Appredix ’IV;- .The Chi-square transformation for the matrix •

■ coefficient (x^(6) = 66.0) shows the existence of muJiticollineSrity 

- but the overall severity is

.T

■ >i^.-
not extreme. Multiple correlations-and

■ . *V associated F statistics show "that INT is relatively stable, while OT 
' •: ^ .... . _ ' ■ .

y'aihd DS are moderately and YS^ is most affected by'Ihulticollineari.ty.

: The ^matrix of-partial cor.reltafdh coefficients and associated
^ ■ ■ ■ 2 • '_ ■ t .statistics show that YS is cdllinear to, some extent with OT

and DS.

-.1, •

v'

1

.......
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✓

. ^ . . . . . . . _■!

A regression using Mincer's specification, '

• variables .are, employed;,.i=s- run on. my Sample to test -for multicpllinear- 

ity. Tbe overall severity of multicollinearity is 

the computer is_not able to„print out the Chi-square statistic and F

t.

in'which.two schooling
V.

-•-(13*. . . -

SO extreme that

statistics of schooling variables? implying that they are four digit 

numbers. -If the earnings function's formulated for.prediction 

purposes, ,the model-may be acceptable. But structural questions

cannot be answere(i.fDf."an. obvious reason:

• . independent variables are not reliable. . '

the coefficients nf •

■3

Income..Differentials Among Tribes

• is,composed of.^S different ethnic :
-^•.V

V groups in-which-Kikuyu, Kamba,-Luo, and Luhiya are -the major tribes.
..... ...."--t;,,

- Tqble 7 report^"'t|ie^m^ of the variables of interest. ■:

shows tha^dra i:th^ members'^of minor tribes) 

. the higligst:hourlyjnge, 4.^.Shillings,.'fgllowed by -- 

^ ^-whife LUO; earns only ^1 Shillings per hour

.. The table earhs"" .-.

LUH, KIK-and-KAM,a
. .A

on the average.—The 
. differentials may be .attributed to the difference^in the level of:’

--=Tr-

V3

.- •'. schooling and experience^ Notice that OTH-has the highesf"l'ever of

. scjiboling and LUH has the longest years of experience?
■ ' -

LUO shows•'Si

Z^-r
c.*’- - ^

■i

-. .^Mincer’s specifica'ti.on (40, p-. 92) is ,? ".

,. LHW = a••^ Sj^YS -*• + B3EXP; t -h 63INT:- V e '

: using the-variable hajnes in, this study. '

*«

.-.-r

.*■ ■■
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■ ^
Table

•Mean (Standarji Deviations), of ^Maj or Variables 

of Different Tribes 

Variable 

, AGE

29.3 C6.9)

29.2 C6.5)

29:3-(9.9)

31.2 (6.8)

31.0 (8.8)' 6.'7 (8.-4)

28.7 (7.5) • 6.7 (^.S)

•> •-V3*

Tribes
,=s.

HIV YS . EXP- ^ INT
i-KIK 2.8 (2.3) 8.0 (3,7.) 6.3 (6.3) 39.6 (38.1)

KAM 2..3 (1.8) ;"6.4 (3.5) 7.4 (6.6) 40.9 (43.2)-
■Cr-

2.1 (1.7^ 7v4(3^)

3.3- (2.5)

LUO 5:4 (6.1) 31.1 (32.1), ; 

43; 6 (40. 2)^- 

41.6 (47.5)

39 .-5 (39^.‘7) " ~

LUH 7.9 (4.2) 

4.3 (3.3) ... 9.0 (3'.2) 

ALL* - 2.8 (2.3)' ~ 7,6 (3.8)

7.8 (7.5)
'i

OTH
: «•

.;*ALL = All tribes

.:h^- -r •

. distinct lack of ej^erience and lovtest-lesjel of INT in urban area.

MOst-of the Duos’/ Whose, main territory is'aronnd the Lake Victoria'

faf from Nairobi, may, have started the urban life in this city later ' 

' 'than people of oth^r tribes have.
..

• Separate regressions, are fit for^_e|.9h ethnic gfoSp to detect . 

any-changes iri'"the coefficients of independen,t variables, .those of
. V.... >•

■t

'■ ■ ..

YS and INT in particular;-employing "the same independent variables

• iised in equation. 14, table 6; 'Table 8 reports'the results. '
■ ■' .... , ri-.

Th.e...diffe.rent magnitudes of the coeffi'cl'ents of YS and INT '

'.• indicate, that the returns to schooling for each tribe are different.

^Most of the individuals in the original sample (97%) "were bom 
.. outside Nairobi. See Whitelaw (61) p, 9.

•f .
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.Table 8
V

Regression'Equations with IJiW as Dependent Variable . 

' —for-Each Tribe

«

_ _
Sample
Size' • r2VS INT

<»
Klx' . 106 0.0085 (6.6y 

57 ' O.'oog^ (4,91) 

40 7' 0.0078 (3.69)

0.0060 (3.94) 

0,0091 C5.05) 

0.0044 (1.70) 

0,0015 (0.77) ’ 

0.0033 -(1.14) 

0.0062 (6.78)-

0.5912
5.-KAM 0.6182

LUO 0.5784

LUH g:v0054^p:413'

0.0078 (2,56) . 

.. 0.0081 (10.26)

49 0.5784
i.

OTH 17 ■ 0,8276... ■•'I..'

'i

ALL 269 0.4953

*’ 1 V-The Chow tests performed for'each tribe's equation with all tribes'

'• equation rejects the null hjqjothesis that the coefficients 

significantlyj'diffexent in the two equations, except when the

The low returits- tp^ 

Recalling•that their average
. ■' ‘'T" ■ .... . •

.earnings are highest, among- the major tribes, I conjecture that their."

occupations are probably selfremplpjled, in which schboling'plays a 

iess significant role, rather than wage earperS. ' .

•S-=v-

are not
■Ltyr:

comparisomis made with the Kikuyu’s equation.
•r.j

schooling for LUH of interest. ■j-

-T

■ -V

, .• Discrimination'
4';-.

.1^

.the''income differentials'among the .maj’br tribes can be attributed,
■ ■ - " ■ ' ■ ; ■ ■ ' . f -.

at least partially, to^the difference in the level of schooling and

^See Johnston (29) , p. 207,

■«
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experience. But is a part of the differentials caused byj 

discfimination? To'estimate the statistical significance, dummy 

' variables of ethnic priginsj;KIK, KAM, LUO, LUH) are adltd^to the 

regression'equations “along'with all the explanatory variables at my

*

disposal •. Table. 9 presents the results.’
.1

interest here is the-magnitude, of the' coe’ffi,cients.„Qf :ethh^^ .■ -

dnmry : variabies:;ahd -their t-raties.. Since the regressor of other

is .'included in the intercept terra, the other.
a-

coefficients':of the ethnic group..variables are inte^^reted.as ‘ • V-'_- .

V' k . ,«

. deviations from.this regressor. ",
% •

id^-oh-1 shbv.Equation,;], shows that ..the hourly wage rates 'of all four nmjorr.
•

.tribes on the-average are., lower thaii'-that of other'tribes as a whole,

Lfc=is interesting that the people of two most ■dominanf''tribes in "

'^.c-
c»

,>a.
^enya__appear to”be earning lesss'.than the people pf other tribes after_; 

adjustiiiOTts h'avO'.-been made tor the-influence of ,^Q.ther vnriabteX " 

-wages. Luos .are-^afning 1.4-Shillings less and-Kikuyus about l.T 

Shillings., lesf'“than other tribes.

•A-'
-.-iJ-Y

•. V..

-rf. -

- -
■*

^ S' *are,^^ .Tlie t ratios of the cgdfffeients

' ' a:^ significant at 2 percent' level, 

'' :..r,elativei^'bettor-'than- Luos

Kambas appear to be doing '

^ or Kikuyus , but the smalj coefficient of
-* • '5-- *••-.' ‘ •

LUH with lo%'t7;ratio:suggests that Luhiyas., who are business oriented ■

V5:S

^ :: in:|enefai^,'..are the -^ibe^oarning highest wagd among the major'four ' 

l;~'lfibes.l ^ '

« .* .
‘V

cf

i
other dummy variables, sex and Pumani .are suppressed from the 

equation due to, insighificant t-ratios.."v.

-«
A,
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Regression Equations With All the Independeat ^Variables

DeEjgnden t v£ri abiaIndSS^dbht' 
• Variable .

«. '
LDEY■ HW •:

■..p;p23^ ^ 
■:(f,6O0.

0.014 : 
C4-,98>

0.6&0 
C2.04)

DEY IHIV
>■

2
0,0070 

'<9v22) -
. O',0081. 
(10.-26)'.;

'Oj-OOSO
(5;p2);

•0,0246
(3.14):,

Oeom" 
• (1,601::,

0.2291 
'(CAei -

013419 
.(-2,.29}(:.

'-0,224'6
V(-1.43);

■ r0.383i'
■ C-2...32)

.;--,0=0731 
. (-0,45) -

3,91 
. (8,-83)

YS*-,.

■*

2.62INT 0,0047
:;fc:c5:„37j;

" 0,0288 
; (3,82)

sa-.V- (5,15) .
-i.

• Vr-QT/ 10,87:-
(2.47)-

'^-^^57=.. 
(I.lO)

DS r4,-37'
(l-,70).

0.0325
(■2,23)

\

V' ~ .GS\ 1 :bi9 
[3,49)

183.4 . 
(3,510

146.5 
■(-K 75)

-115 .'4 . 
("1.30)

-185.3
(-’2-'lli

-7'5,3,Z-
(-0,84)

0'.'2341
(2.60)'

KlK 1,08 . --V . ;...^o.25oa 
C:?l-74)(-2.32) •1. ;.:o-

;-o.92
.,.(-1,87):

■ •- KAM - -0.1137 ' 
(-0.74)

■5?' ■ ■7:r-LUO't* 1.40
(-2>71)’ii-

- ; ■ , as?Q::60

'-0.6^' 
-(-2.061

,.0.46 ■ 
(^0.80),•

LUH -0.0064. --.-ia.

0,3534 
(-3,42)

-a-
■; •5^

■y‘ ‘

■

-•i-r-
MAT. •:106,3 ‘ 

(;--b;7§7)
-0,4055

(-■3.78);"*s?*- 'rs?::-■ •tr',-*r
: Constant ■ 56,29- 

.::.i(0.54)..
-0..140.2 

C-ff.76):

■:6vS588

.5,067
■(28.47):4-6

2■i

'R :.0.45230.4758.. ,*0....5302*
- W; , j' '•''t

.•ci--6. .-li c:!sy. 7*
V- ♦*

yf
-rw,.-

.♦1 •'rS

f

; ■ v

•V
<-r..

>•
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--Table 10-

Tribal Composition of Kenya, Nairobi

-

■ ^
'and the Sample Used' 

. "Kenya 

27.2

•> -• V •.is*,

Nairobi . " Samplefr .

■Kik Q48,5 39.4=^

• - Li . 0 ' -• 'KAM 15.0 ■_ .21.1

13.3LUH 15.9 18.2 ,

LUO ■ ?•13.9:-^ 15.5 14.r - .:»■ ■•-i

* "'OTll ns.o ■::-6.5 .. "' s .l,
9

The reasons for these results are open for speculation.^ 

possible reasons"could be:
Some

Cj] the sample, which-focuses on loiy and- -5?.-

middie income people, systematically eliminates very successful

Kikuyus, and Li^qs who live in European neighborhoods and who, if they 

inciudedf'^wpuld at least offset the negative coefficiehf. _
v-r

were 14?^' :

. . the 1969 cefisus agures wefe^correct Cs'eW'colurnn 2 of table 101 y-the 

groportions'^f ."Kikuyus and Luos in th6 sample are less than true-^ -'i' 

proportions, which might lend support „to the biasedpess argument in '
■ ' "■ . • ■ - s-.. ^

ar&'systematically
" ■ ' ' • .» ■ * ' '

i\. discrinurtated against by European-and/or..Asian employers--who

Oh the "^otTier hand, Luos...

are discriminated ■against by Kikuyus^'-who ^hoId many important,,positions ' 

in the government arid industry after independence. • f -

■■".ry

' V ■
'.-■•-V

some^waiy; (ii); esjpecially'for Kikuyus','°they

resent ^

itheir role in the independence struggle,^

;S?.
. '••3

' - jThi4 pprtioh re^^^^ on Johnson (27, pp. 22-24) and the'discussion
- with_ Leonard-Njuguna Muraya, a student, from Nairobi, Kenya who - .

^ survey and majors-in'ecoriomics at .'the University 
Or Oregon. "

<
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D. .SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

-The, focus of the study was to derive and estimate the functionar '

relation between the hlunan capital of Nairobian workers'and; theit'" 
.earnings. In developing the earnings function, the use of'one

'■O, ■

frequently ignored variable, -^erience. was discussed and included in '
4---'

the function. The following are'the major findings of-this, study.

(Ij Schooling is again found to be the most'significant variable

in explaining the inequality in the distribution of earnings.. The

years of schooling alone explains 29 percent_^of the Variation of ' *
:-*•

earnings in this study. Moreover the marginal rate of return to 

- schooling-.is fo^d to be increasing-in’Nairobi 

declining marginal "rate of Return
as opposed ta the

to schp.ojing in the Unite’d States^:

■ a.^sev.e1e gap of in'come between more educated and less ' '
■y

■ educated workers aSd calls'.for effective’^educational planning. V •

c?) The role of experience .in the'^eamings function is substantial- 
as expected.

•I--.. .

It has the highest explanatory power among the . . - * 

■’ ipd^pendent variables when estimated at each schobling level, 

the true contribution of experience whjch is negatively-correlated
To see

IS
n;.--

■ . r-... . . ■ . • .

- With earnings In the whole sample, years o'f experience^is weighted by

• years of schooling. The coefficient of the weighted variable CINT) 

. .- shows higher t-ratio than that of EXP'. It also gives better R^.s

Ctable. 5 and 6) . ■ ;
T-

...
^ ,

- M-
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. (3)- Otheir variables like-other traUniiig and father's education 

• are added^in the function to test the sensitivity of the schooling 

coefficient; They did'show signirficanf impact on the'schooling, 

variable.' That Is, the.coefficient of schooling'is biased upward 

.without these’-variables.

(43 The separate’* regressions for the different- tribes • indicate • \
■ ’-i—

’ that there appear _tO be different rates of return to schooling, among 

r -them'. ■

; ^
*>

■r^

, (5) The log of earnings as:a dependent variable gives a better.. 

•This agrees’with previous reports. -Between, the log pf income 

and the log of the_ hourly wage rate, although” there is no firmlbasis'^’' 

.vTto chpose one as., dependent -variable, the’ log 'of the«-*;age rate is 

preferred for the reason stated on page 68, ’

fit.

■ 'iM-

-, f>.

--.-tv, - .
_.The :analysls: of this study was?-carried 

schooling: ;.7jhe highest-._sAnbling was only'14'yeari.,- The. tfi^eralT ' ' '

is thai;. education is, immensely: important ’ j 

in^this city of 'dn'underdw^^ country.. Assuming that" the earni-nis

on with lijnited data of

correct, (table 9], the matg-inal rate of return to schooling'' 
■ - ' ' ‘ ’ ' -r-a’ ’ ’' ... ■ , ■

„ for “College graduates, without'§xperi^ce,.C16^years3 would'be 25.9 .
y.-:‘ ' ■■ .' ■ ■

I cannot thih¥lof any other investment that would match

•

a

percent

this rate.: - ■■

'•-r-i
••.'.’iv

•In stun, my findings'support the econbiiiic and statistical
f

significance, of schooling in the explanation-of observed differences

-in earnings. .- They^Iso,point out that.the contribution of experience
f.

■ is relatively high.' The omission of expereince’would result in m ■
v.y'

...
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underestimated schooling coefficient holding other variables constant
fc-j-

«*

<$■

*

'i

•r^,.

-,-iy
i-

♦

•fcV'-a-

-.'^•
..j
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Z\N APPENDIX Ir -

HETEROSCEDASTICtTY AND VARIANCE '

■

A. Heteroscedasticity/

Assume that the^Y^ -''has-b^en generated by the simple

a + &X^ +,e^. The standard

assumptions hold except that the errors are heterosce'dastic; 

the i!s are independent random variables, e^~N 

; and the variances'are not all the same, Let* us divide' the 

ith equation by , then we obtain '''''

■ , regression,model "i =

.

•' <:> a
Y, ' X e.i
5- - + SO

■ V^.?'1 r^..-"-66"‘v--

i"
:> V

2/
6.■ y

~'T' then var (v.) =
i • . 1

' - Let. '^i = ^ var (e^) = = ■f u -

. 5i^. 6i2r.;' V
O'--

- .The v^*s are homoscedastic and, hence. all the standard
y- ■ . ■ 3

a^umptions for OLS are satisfiecf. Specifically what

- infsjte'ad of minimizing the standard 
Y."'

•we do.,is.
• r

S(Y^ -_a - gX^)--T'we minimize'
B( ji' i; )'■* !: vj.

1 .

■? -

Running OLS on the transformed.variables is one solution to take

X-?i T'-S-'[ 0 ) aC ^4 ■, 6i'i ..

i

2,account of heteroscedasticity. 

can- be written . ' ~ ^
But notice that the sum of

, Here, each squared deviation.
2• v
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2 1- .
6i2

These two Methods are equivalent.;

before’suniming. This is weighted-e^ j is weighted by a factor 

least squares (WLS) method. 1

B. Variance

'7s»V..V

■Consider the same equation -
c

a +- BX^

where is.either lor 0. Accordingly,

1 - C ct ;+ BX.)

Y +' ei i

- i.-*. >' ' ez, i
's..*

or ■>

- C a + BXJ.e =:i i
.. ■ 'V

Let. a + 3X =.P. Theni .. 'I E(e) f(eje i. 1 *

= . (l-P)-P ■+ (-P)(l-P)
- -V-'^

0
4

■ -

•.A-'>r
- -a- ■ .--'i2-^ar(e) : (e. - ECeOJ" f Ce.)■y

■y >

2

= ' ci'-P)^ ^ + (-pr (I-P)
--C>

2 -"'" •■J

. O-*,. -
f;

PCI-P).s

-■'r-

:.-z> r
T-*.

■f
- ■ ■ - 1 ■ ^

For some unknown reason,;the Regression Analysis Program for 
Economists; (RAPE) does,not give the same results. Since debugging 
the computer program is :,out of the scope of this study, the problem 
is not pursued.

1

r
\

yi
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APPENDIX II

MODELS FOR ^PREDICTION

A. Regression Models

_MQdel' of -Intraurban' Migration 

Probability of- Migration
>• ■

•r..«

OLS WLS

Coefficient . t-ratio . Coefficient t-fatio

RENT 0.0012 3.588 0.0012 -6^740

KIDH-. -0.0186

-0.0112.

-0.01821.516 2.307

AGE '-j 6.685-^75.128 -0:0139
'f

•'iy
■ V.,-

0.0650'“ . .... 1.496RSON 0.0814 2.38 '■ -i-.

' ■ r-i'l•<G-■DJ.H' 0.0101 6.812"5.847 0.0111'■v-

'f-'
TDSH ■: . 0.0031 1.745 0.0024 -2.401

■ DCH' 0.0083 0.00503.422 -5.799
9

fi'OJH* ■0.0083 ■5.541 -0.OO99 ■5'; 806 ■

Ifttercept 

Degrees of freedom

0.7308 0. 8044 ■7.593 8.481%
369

'\-7

2R 0.2320

.r *

■ •;

.r* -

—,—
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■B. Discriminant model

4
Ms'criminant Fulictions

■jj' NOMOVE MOVE

AGE , 0.4040 0.331S
. .■*

adjh* -0.'6404 i0.0879

DJH 0.0893 0.1469

*670724DCH 0.0473
i

0.0696.DHS- 0.0 3 75'
•t---

ft

KIDH -0.1070 -0.1406

RENT 0.0310 0.0239
■A

RSOhj * 3.0451 3.5310

Constant -11.5578 -9..7903
..u;

r.

i-.

Total sample size j;N),i 378-; = 268j' N2 = 110 •

U-Sta.ti5;tic-= 67^480 degrees of freedom = 8,1,376 

Approximate F = 15.54^ degrees of freedom = 8,369

■r^

■t J
S’_■*

-ii-

*srgni£icant at 1 percent level A-

V-
■ -."r-V

Classification Matrix
■-S

-S'
NOMOVE' MOVE

NOMOVE - 253 15
tMOVE 63 47

A Q-statistic 130.38

4i
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APPENDIX III.

•\. RATES OF RETURI^ TO EDUCATION IN SOME STUDIES
•i

Author Year Country Secondary Elementary.

36;sCamoi 1967^>. : Mexico • 21.1

Danielsen 1971 .Japan, 11.4 ■-i:.

Gounden India1967 16.8

Krueger... 1972 Turkey 21-23

Hanoch 1967 U.S.A 16.0

Hansen 1963 U.S.A 13.7
d

-rr
Hines -1970 U,S.A. . ..-19-.5

v*wX

..• 'ly
-H,

f

-i-.'

-V X-.. a
•r-

■Zj

-7-/■.if

4!
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«
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APPENDIX IV

•:sj*

TESTS FQR multiCOLLINEARITY
7' ,5

A, Equation 14 of Table 5.

. ; dependent variable! LHW . >

variable coefficient
'0.0082 
0.0062 
0.0204 
0.0219 

-O'. 238

T-RATIO ft

Ys2 ■'11.32
INT 6.78
OT 2.. 54•'S'-'v
DS i.'40
INTERCEPT -3-.38

■ R2. 0.4953
D.F. 264

DETERMINANt 'qF;;’'cd^LATION MATRIX 
CHI-SQUARE^ C 61:-= 66:059 ■

■0.779 • .
: a*

:>■

•Tj

VARIABLE ■'i,. 5 3, 265)•V'

Ys2 19.68.A>

INT 2.70
OT 10.76

12767DS

: PATTERN OF INTERDEPENDENCE
>

’^■r- A INT OT DS..Ys2 0-.I8
0.04
0.26
0.31

0.67
0.02

4.54'^- 5.39
INT -1.852.09
OT 0.12 0.10 0.85eDS -0.11 0.05 0.12

-r-
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. ■■■'*

B. Mincer's-Specification oh the Sample
;fei’

.4
DEPENDED VARIABLE-:

VARIABLE- -

■> -.-j*

.V ■ COEFFICIENT T-RATIO
1"

■ Ys; -0.011
0.011

-0.26
■•4.28
3.28:

-3.05-

.YS2 ->
EXP sEXP 2 O.OOl

0.00-2
0.46

V

INT 1.43
■INTERCEPT 2.42

r2 0.5067'v;-D.F 263
■V

•DETERMINANT.’OF CORRELATION. MATRIX =-0.Ci6l862 
CHI-SQUARE ■( 10) =i'***** . ■

••■V- VARIABLE': F(4,264)
v'

YS *****
******Ys2.
966.5
434.4
'241.9

EXP
EXP2-'r-' ■’ .-\Tirr-5

■r-i” INT-
.;v.-

■X

PATTERN OR’InTERDEPENDENCE . '.*.rt

: ^YS?
,47.17

,2'j’ Ts: EXP EXP INT••
:Hs*• ■ 0'.'95 :.13.5^.r.8.75 

4.86 
0.93 - 
0.84..?v’ 

■* •- 0.74

3.'72 •r-
ys'2' 0.94

•0:47 
0122 . 
0,64 .

0.94 • 99 
25.76 
. 0.86 
-.0,38

8..48
EXP^ 
EXP 2 
INT-

.«!•0.28 18.07 
-'6.84 
- 0..73

• t—y

:0.12
-0.46

s:-'>
■ '-'.I -

-:V.-cr.- -r-

-“T' •'‘T-

■'.-f

•S

‘r -

• I
/;
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